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Fiery Rec Center controversy fizzles out
Only two students showed up at first open hearing
By HoUy Fletcher
The proposed Recreation and
Events Center created a fiery
controversy for two semesters, but it
seems the heat of the argument has
cooled considerably since the
referendum was passed in the
March general election.
Perhaps students are more
interested in finals or sunshine than
hotly debated topics, but whatever
the reason only two students were
present at the first of four open
hearings asking for student input
into the Rec Center’s facilities.
The hearing was scheduled by
the Student Union board of directors
so the board could weigh student
ideas before deciding what facilities
the center will contain.
Sara Esqueda, a graduate
student in social work, suggested to
board members that a sauna and
massage be included in the center.

Hairdressers,
saunas among
suggestions
"That would be an added service a lot of students could benefit
from," she said.
Esqueda said that handicapped
access, especially to the pools,
should be considered.
"That is a very important
consideration," agreed Ron Barrett,
S.U. director. "Certainly the needs
of the handicapped are very important."
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Barrett said
Esqueda’s
suggestion and other suggestions
from students in later hearings
would be compiled into a report for
presentation to the board at the May
I8th meeting. He said the board will
have to determine which services
would be essential and which were
desired, but dependent on cost and
space availability.
Other suggestions, coming from
Union staff members, included
hairdriers in the locker rooms,
closing San Carlos from 10th to
Fourth street and an enthusiastic
vote for the golf cage.

Lee LeBlanc, an undeclared
sophomore, said he came to the
hearing only to listen and had no
suggestions.
"I just wanted to hear what the
arguments are," he said. "I wanted
to hear what people have to say,

what we really need to fulfill the
needs of the students."
Barrett said the hearings were
being held becuase "it was a
promise made during the campaign" and the board felt it was
important to live up to their promise

The Rec Center will be located
on San Carlos between Seventh
Street and the Health Building and it
will be funded through student fee
increases.
The board has tentatively in-

Possible fee increase
elicits varied reaction
By Scott ShUrel
"It is difficult to tell what the
students want," said Bill Klein,
chairman of the California State
which
Association
Student
represents 300,000 students.
Klein made the remarks in the
reference to a state commission’s
recommendation for fee increases in
California higher education.
That point is made more than
clear by some SJSU students who
displayed a wide range of reactions
to the proposals.
Students at SJSU could be
paying up to $300 to go to school here
next semester if the legislature
adopts the California Post Secondary Education Commission’s
proposal.
CPEC officals said the increase
would be based on a proportion of
state support and that increases are
"the least damaging of a sad
assortment of options."
The other options include
closing campuses, reducing state
support of off-campus programs, not
increasing faculty in the face of
increasing enrollment and admitting students to overcrowded
programs.
Although Kein said it is tough to
pin down where the average student
stood on fee increases, he felt that
increases are desirable over the
other choices.
Students around the state "are
concerned with the quality of their
education," he said.
Klein, who is also A.S. president
at Sacramento State, was elected
chairman of the organization
through a vote of representatives
from each of the 19 campuses.

The organization directs two
full-time lobbyists to express
student views to the state
legislature.
Some students, like Kevin
Williams, said fee increases are the
only choice. Williams, a business
management student at SJSU, said
he would pay $300 to go to school
next semester.
"A lot of programs are already
overcrowded," he said, adding that
fees would be preferable to limiting
access or closing universities.
Jim Rowen, A.S. director of Cal
State Affairs, disagrees with that
stance. He said he favors a "review
of all academic programs before fee
increases are seriously considered."

"No one can tell me that there is
not some waste in academic
programs somewhere in the
system," he said.
"There has not been an efficiency study of academic
programs," Rowen said. He said
he’s in favor of consolidating
programs and reducing waste
and fee increases only as a last
resort.
The state has been in bad
finincial shape lately. Next year’s
proposed budget is already a
projected $1.5 billion to $2.5 billion in
the red.
Rowen said he would favor

Police say it’s one case they’re investigating vigorously
By Phil LaVelle
Nearly $2,000 in coins have been stolen from the
money boxes of campus copy machines in a rash of thefts
reported to the University Police.
Copy machines in both the John. D. Clark and
Walhquist libraries and in Duncan Hall were either
tampered with or opened with a key, some as early as
April 20, according to Lt. Larry James of the University
Police.
The first report came last Thursday.
The cash boxes of three copy machines located on the
first and third floors of the Clark Library were opened and
about $755 in coins were taken, James said.
"The unique thing is the boxes weren’t forcibly
opened," James said, adding that whoever stole the coins
had a key to the machines.
James said library personnel don’t have access to the
keys. The machines are owned by Sable-Copico of
Hayward. he added.
Although the theft was reported last Thursday, it
could have occurred anytime between then and April 20.
James said this is because the machines are serviced on a

periodic basis by Sable-Copico employees, who reported
the thefts.
James said police have no leads in any of the thefts,
but said, "It’s one of the cases we’re investigating
vigorously."
The second report of copy machines coin thefts came
Tuesday. These thefts are believed to have occurred
between last Wednesday and Sunday.
Copy machines on the first and third floors of the
Clark Library had been hit again, as had machines on the
first floors of the Walquist Library and Duncan Hall.
Loss in coins from the second report was $1,240.
James said. In both reports, the machines or the coin
boxes sustained an estimated $625 damange.
Unlike the library thefts. the Duncan Hall machine
had been broken into forcibly.
"All of the machines appeared to have been entered
by a key or some similar device except the Duncan
Hall machine, which was entered by force," James said.
Although the Duncan Hall machine was entered by
force, James said police believe it is related to the other
thefts because of the time it was broken into.

University police search
women’s gym for explosive
University police received a bomb threat late
Wednesday night from a caller who said a bomb would
be exploded in the Women’s Gym.
A police dispatcher took the call from a man at 9:26
p.m. The caller said a bomb would go off in a half hour.
University police officer Robert DeGeorge and
Sgt. Leon Aguirre went to the Women’s Gym to search.
No bomb was found.
At the time of the threat. the Women’s Gym was
virtually empty, according to police.
"There was nothing going on there just a small
volleyball game some time in the evening." said Lt.

increases only "if you can show me
where that money is going. . . if it
is going to faculty salaries, it is
tuition."
But some students on campus
feel that fee increases should go
toward faculty salaries.

eluded these facilities in the center:
Diving pool, swimming pool, sun
deck, racquetball courts, locker
rooms, weight training room, ski
slope, golf cage, climbing wall,
shops, lounge, activity room, game
room and seating for 10,000.
Barrett said the lack of response
didn’t bother him too much.
"I don’t feel too bad about that,"
he said. "I think it’s important that

the opportunity exists."
"People are basically saitisfied
or they’re not interested, or they’re
too busy to come," said Barrett.
"That’s why we have different
times."
Additional open hearings will be
held 10:30 a.m. May 11; 3:30 p.m.
May 13 and 6:30 p.m. May 12. All are
scheduled for the S.U. Council
Chambers.

Friendship dance
performed during
Indian festivities

"You need faculty," said Vu
Nguyen, an electrical engineering
major. "Faculty are very important." Nguyen said he would
have no choice in the event of fee
hikes. "It’s too late to go to another
school," he said.
Opposing Rowen’s stand is
Roberta Dunlap, another business
major who said she would pay
higher fees for faculty.
"If the money went to paying

Most students agree that $300
in fees would still be a bargain

Coins copped from copiers
in campus spare change con

9

that students would have input.

Larry James of the un: versitypt! ui
In bomb threats made earlier this semester, polocc
said they believe the motive was academic, stressine
that calls would be received during midterms or tn
students seeking revenge against professors who failed
them.
Wednesday night’s bomb threat doesn’t appear I.,
be academically motivated, police said, because of the
time it as made and because the building was empty
"It doesn’t appear to be related to anything we’ve
worked on this semester." James said.

instructors then I would be for
it . . .we have so much trouble
keeping instructors," she said.
According to Dunlap, higher paying
jobs in industry are tempting to
college professors.
Although Dunlap understands
the need for fee increases, she said it
would be a "double-edged sword"
making the education system here
"elitist" and deprive many who may
otherwise go to school.
But an increase here would still
keep the cost "inexpensive in
comparison" to other schools, she
said.
"A proposed fee hike, even up to
$300, would keep it cheaper than
most colleges," she said.
Manuel Amaya, a business
management student, said he
doesn’t want fees to go up.
"It’s already hard enough to get
through school," he said. "Rising
fees and fi,ancial aid cuts make it
harder and harder."
Amaya said the cuts shouldn’t
come from education.
"Business classes are already
overcrowded," he said, adding that
access may have to be limited in the
future but he wouldn’t like that.
"It isn’t a fair thing that they
are doing," he said.

he Angela Carr/aro

Eighteen -year -old Dale Stands, a member of Four Winds Drum,
dances to a traditional "Friendship" song With his eyes
closed, his body flows to the rhythm of drum music and the
Sioux language. The drum group was a guest of the Native
American organization on campus as part of the festivities
during Indian Awareness Day on May 5.

Director bans late registration
for English 100W students
By Cary Wyant-Schairer
As the result of a disagreement with a student over a
refund policy, Mara Southern, testing office director, said
her office will no longer allow students to register late for
the English 100W waiver exam.
"We have to hire people to administer this test on the
basis of a count ( of students registered), a minimum of
three or four days before the test date," Southern said.
Ella Harrison, a senior social work student, complained to the testing office and to university Ombudsman
Charles Whitcomb two weeks ago after registering late
for the exam and then asking that her $15 test fee be
refunded the day before the test.

Harrison said she thought the refund policy, which she
said she read after she went home the day she registered,
"couldn’t apply" to her since she registered only four
days before the test date.
Harrison said she became very angry when she was
refused a refund.
Southern said she tried to explain to Harrison why the
testing office couldn’t refund her $15.
Harrison "was very upset to be told we had already
contracted for the people to admininster the test,"
Southern said.
"Perhaps if she had come back the same day we could
have pulled her check," she added.

On Southern’s recommendation, Harrison went to see
Whitcomb to resolve the dispute. He told her in a letter
Harrison claimed she was not informed of the office’s that, because of her "input." the testing office staff would
refund policy until after she had paid her fee. The policy now "inform students’ who register late for the English
states that refunds must be requested no later than three 100W exam "that they are waiving their rights for a
refund."
days before the test date.
But the only change in the testing office’s policy,
But testing office staff members vehemently deny according to Southern, is that students will no longer be
allowed to register late.
Harrison’s claim.
The result of Whitcomb’s settlement of the dispute "is
Work Study student Linda Mancini. who works as a
clerk in the office, said every student registering for the not a policy change," she said. "but an effort we will now
exam is given a letter explaining the refund policy before make to inform students who register "the last few days
before the deadline that they can’t change their minds
they pay their fee.
about taking the test.
"The letter is attached to the test application."
Southern said that clerks in the testing office will tell
Mancini said. "She Harrison) had to undo the staple to
get them apart
if she didn’t see it, didn’t read it, it’s her these students verbally . before they register, that they
will be ineligible for a refund.
fault."
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The man who saved SJSU
Taken from SJSU’s secret
The
archives, June 1984
Following Incredible but true
story fell into the hands of a
Spartan Daily freelancer late
in 1983. It is adapted from a
tape recording done in
therapy at the California
Medical Facility, Vacaville.
The name of the young
reporter is not being released
due to the bizarre nature of the
tale...

By Phil LaVelle
Staff Writer

On the afternoon of May 10, 1982,
a Spartan Daily reporter was found
trying to commit suicide in the
Spartan Daily newsroom. An editor
found the reporter in the throes of
electric convulsions.
Seems he’d tried to electrocute
himself by stirring a vodka and tonic
Stolichniya blue label, with ice)
with a microphone from a tape
recorder which was plugged into a
wall socket. Very symbolic, but
impractical. He was taken by
authorities to a local hospital...
Seventeen injections and three
days later:
"Nurse! Nurse! I want to make
a statement!"
Belligerency got him nowhere.
"You’ll have some visitors
today. Try to cheer up, okay" the
pretty young nurse wearing white
said. Two years on the job hadn’t
prepared her for this.
Upon careful inquiry ( one of the
fruits of his journalistic education
the reporter learned he would be
visited by an editor from his
newspaper, an SJSU administrator,
and an attorney for the state. They
weren’t prepared either.
"I’ve got it!" the young reporter
exclaimed to the gathering that had
just arrived at his bedside.

"What?" the attorney for the
state asked, searching his briefcase
for the insanity papers the young
reporter was to sign, thereby
releasing the state of all liability in
his case.
"IT. The solution to all our
financial woes."
This brought blank stares and a
head shake or two.
"What if we propose that San
Jose State, in the throes of economic
collapse like its parent, the state,
pay its bills with legalized gambling
revenues?" the reporter asked.
To this the gathering shuffled
their feet nervously and tried to
change the subject. But the young
reporter persisted.
"We’ll write this thing, right,
and the administration, moneyconscious sports lovers that they
are, will pick up on it for sure!
"We’ll have a card room, and a
lottery, and we could build a dog
racing track where that field hockey
thing is...and..."

"It’ll never work. San Jose is too
close to Nevada. We’ll never get
gambling. It would ruin Nevada’s
tourist trade," the attorney for the
state said.
The young reporter almost
didn’t feel the injection the young
nurse suprised him with. But he
went out with a fight.
"Yeah. We could buy a new
stadium with gambling revenues.
And we’ll never have to pay
tuition..." he was heard to say as he
slipped into a deep, restful sleep.
But the three inquisitors
returned the next day, insanity
papers in hand.
"I’ve got IT again!" the
young reporter told them.
This time, the three didn’t call
the nurse. It was becoming expensive to make repeated trips to
the hospital.
"THE solution to out fiscal woes
and image problems and general
malaise with out decaying urban
location," the young reporter said.
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"We do this -- make
prostitution a minor academic offering of San Jose State!"
"Look pal, we agreed to give you
a degree after four academic years
of study. Nowhere in the enrollment
clause does it say you can so openly
and maliciouly attack the moral
principles our great institution is
founded upon," the school administrator said.
"Yes! Just look at the location of
the university, damnit! Just look at
the Second and San Salvador street
area. Why, we’ve got what amounts
to a paramount opportunity."
"Wait a minute. I think he’s on
to something," the editor said.
"Given our location, we could have
the best field training program on
the West Coast in the area of
prostitution."
There was a long pause as the
administrator and the attorney for
the state looked at each other.
"There could be an internship
program here," the administrator
whispered to the attorney.
"Yes, I agree. We must get the
finest minds in the field of
prostitution in on this one. We’d
better call Oakland and Fresno. I
want accreditation by next
December!" the attorney said.
Within a half an hour, several
phone calls had been made. A large
black Cadillac limousine with state
licence plates pulled up to the
hospital. Two big men in fine
clothing emerged and escorted the
reporter to the car.
It is believed by some that his
cement-slippered body was thrown
from the mid-span region of the
Golden Gate Bridge later that
evening. This has yet to be confirmed. The reporter has yet to be
found, in any case.
The young freelancer of
this story is now believed to be
a vegetable in one of
California’s finest mental
health facilities. Just which
one, we may never know.
And two years after this
meeting took place, San Jose
State had erected the finest,
albeit the only, accredited
prostitution training program
in the United States...

Poor have rights, too
It’s finally happened.
are being
The right to speak freely and to assemble peacefully
that’s what is
reserved for those who can afford to pay for them. At least
happening in Berkeley.
require groups
The Berkeley City Council voted 5-4 last month to
sponsoring street demonstrations to pay approximately $1,000.
that
The reason? The city wants these groups to pay for insurance
from the
would cover any claims of injury or damage that might result
demonstration.
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By Cindy Mars
Staff Writer

In a limited scope, the city council’s plan might seem reasonable to
some people. After all, the council is merely shifting the burden of
the demonstrators.
responsibility to whom it should belong
But a closer look at this argument reveals its problems.
The First Amendment of the Constitution guarantees Americans the
not
freedom to speak and to assemble. It is the duty of the government
the demonstrators to protect and uphold these rights.
By forcing the demonstrators to pay for insurance, the city council is
shrugging its shoulders at its responsibilities.
And, the city council actually is putting civil rights out of the reach of
poor groups. It is claiming that fiscal considerations must take priority
over constitutional rights.
Such an action cannot be tolerated in any nation committed to
democratic principles.
By placing demonstrations out of the reach of many poor groups, the
city council would be eliminating the expression of many minority views.
Popular views usually translate into financial support for groups that
adopt these ideas, but unpopular views are likely to draw few supporters
or donors.
Yet even unpopular views, whether they be fascist or anarchist, mint
be aired in a free society. How else can voters make informed decisions
about social issues unless they have the benefit of hearing all opinions on
these issues?
Obviously, this is what the Founding Fathers had in mind when they
drafted the U.S. Constitution.
It is even sadder to think this restriction on free speech and assembly
was adopted in Berkeley, home of the famous anti-war demonstrations of
the ’60s.
The city’s history should remind it of the importance of demonstrations and the benefits such demonstrations can bring. After all, it was
the public outcry against the Vietnam War expressed through massive
demonstrations that helped hasten the U.S. military withdrawal.
Yes, these demonstrations required extra police patrols and extra,
money. And yes, California cities are faced with dwindling incomes and
large deficits. It’s understandable that city councils are looking at
various ways to save money.
But protecting civil rights isn’t one of the areas of "fat" in government that can be cut with a sharp scapel.
Free speech and assembly are the lifeblood of American society, and
these rights must be preserved, even in a time of fiscal stringency.

the mailbag
SJSU worthy
of great praise
Editor:
I read the article on the
reputation of SJSU. It covers the
positive and negative side of it. High
school seniors should read this kind
of material so they can decide if they
want to come to SJSU.
Most high school seniors just
hear the negative comments of the

school and do not know the real
story.
I graduated from high school
just a year ago. When I was trying to
decide which college to go to, many
people, even counselors, tried to
discourage me from coming to
SJSU.
They told me about the crimes,
rapes and thefts. I wanted to come
here, because I heard SJSU had a
good business school. I took the

chance on coming here.
Being in SJSU for a year now
has been the greatest experience
ever. I have learned and enjoyed the
school to the maximum. I will never
regret my decision to attend SJSU.
I hope students will understand
that every school has its reputation
and sometimes the school does not
live up to it.
Manuel Martin Solis
Business Administration
freshman

Sexist innuendo
needs censorship
Editor:
We, the undersigned, agree that
there is no need to cloud newsworthy
issues with sexist or racist innuendos as did the recent cartoon
displaying Prime Minister Thatcher’s breasts.
This has not been the only instance of unconscious demonstrations of racial or sexual bias.
The arrest photo of a young
black male and the comments
regarding the physical appearance
of a female high school basketball
star also support our position.
We request that future printings
are devoid of such negative connotations and suggest more careful
scrutiny of articles, cartoons, etc.,
submitted as final copy.
Linda 1.. V oydat
Anthropology
junior
and 37 other SJSU students

Program Board
receives knocks
Editor:
I am writing to make several
comments concerning the A.S.
board of directors and some of the
articles written in regard to this
group.
First, I find the coverage of the
AS. board and its activities to be an
important, pertinent topic for SJSU,
for it has enlightened SJSU’s
students as to where their student
fees are being appropriated.
However, I was infuriated upon
reading a letter written by Mr. Bill
Rolland of the A.S. board. This, dare
I suggest, gentlemen, directed his
letter to a certain reporter, who,
Rolland called a "muckraker". If
the AS. is losing money, then we
students, as contributors, should
know.
I was further appalled upon
reading a later article concerning
the A.S. board spending unappropriWed expense monies Tck,
tsk, Mr. Rolland!
Board members are not dealing
with the federal government; they
are dealing with SJSU and its
students. As a board member, one
should be responsible and trust-

worthy persons, who provide their
services for the good of our
scholastic community.
The dollar amount of the
discrepancy is not important; it is
the principle.
To the Daily, Mr. Swartz and all
the other reporters covering the A.S.
beat, I would like to highly commend
you all for doing your jobs well and
in hhe true spirit of responsible
journalism.
Anna Suarez
Finance
Junior

’Hooverville ’32
Reaganville ’82’
Editor:
I would like to inform students
and staff about a rally that I am
helping to organize at Stanford
University. The event is called
"Hooverville ’32
Reaganville ’82"
and it is scheduled for this Saturday,
May 8 at 11 a.m.
Its theme is "Mobilize for Jobs,
Not for War." The location is the foot
of Hoover Tower, which is a part of
the Hoover Institute. This location is
especially appropriate because the
Hoover Institute is a principal
source of many of Reagan’s conservative policies.
During
the
depression,
Americans who lost jobs and homes
set up makeshift "Hoovervilles."
These cardboard shantytowns
demonstrated the inadequacy of
federal response to human needs.
"Hooverville ’32
Reaganville ’82"
draws a direct connection between
the neglect of that era and the
neglect of the current administration.
The May 8th event is supported
by, and will be attended by labor.
church, student, minority, community and women’s groups. There
will be speakers on topics of concern
to all of these groups.
Topics include jobs, social
services, Central America and
nuclear weapons.
Speakers include Rev. Cecil
Williams of Glide Memorial Church,
Charlotte Susskind of the Gray
Panthers, Dave McFadden of the
Mid-Peninsula Conversion Project
and UAW representatives from the
closed Fremont auto plant.
Entertainment will be provided
by feminist singer Holly Near, the

San Francisco Mime Troupe and
folk guitarist Kate Wolf.
There will be a kickoff rally
Friday night, May 7 at 6 p.m. The
kickoff will include a soup kitchen,
political music and a Hooverville
shantytown.
I urge people to come to both the
Friday and Saturday events. Both
days will provide opportunities to
talk with others who are unhappy
with the Reagan administration.
As a symbolic statement,
Hooverville
Reaganville will send
a strong message to Washington. As
an event, it provides a base for
cooperation in building a propeace/pro-jobs political movement
in California.
I hope many students and staff
people can attend.
Dan Sandweiss
Canada College

Forum’s chair
entertains Dog,
Editor:
Gosh, it seems like the only time
The Spartan Dog sees fit to mention
the Associated Students Program
Board is when they can expose some
"big time corruption," like under
spending at the regional conference
by $12.58, but when it comes time for
a little credit, the Dog’s growl falls
silent.
Two shows sponsored by ASPB
Forums, Gore Vidal and Jane
Goodall, were featured in Monday’s
Dog, and it appears these celebrities
showed up out of the goodness of
their hearts.
Sorry, but that’s just not the way
the world works.
It takes weeks of preparation,
and yes a little of the mean green, to
make something like one of those
shows happen. Needless to say, if the
dog could have eeked out a little
mafioso activity going on in room
350, the ASPB would have shown up
in the lead.
When I spoke with your
reporter, he said that it was in his
story, but had been edited out, I’m
sure that there was some valid
reason; perhaps it was raining in
Pasadena or maybe "sponsored by
ASPB" takes up too much copy
space. Either way, at least it keeps
the mailbag "entertaining".
I,ove and kisses,
Martha Brandt
ASPB Forums Chair
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A.S. program board report reveals deficits
By Jon Swartz
April programs bring May deficits.
Bill Rolland, program board director, submitted his
monthly report on board-sponsored events for April at
Wednesday’s A.S. board of directors meeting. The report
revealed losses of $2,791.
The report revealed that eight programs were
presented, five of them free, at a cost of $5,347. A total of
2,378 students attended the events.
The three programs to which admission was charged
produced $2,556.
A list of the eight events is as follows:
April 1 Ian and the Idiots, a rock group, performed
in the S.U. Ballroom at noon. The hour long concert drew
an estimated 300 people and cost $170. Admission was
free.
journalists, the inApril 13 Two syndicated
vestigative team of Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer,
spoke in the S.U. Amphitheater at noon. The $533 program
attracted 75 people. It was presented free of charge.
For Your
April 14 Wednesday Cinema presented
Eyes Only," a James Bond film. The movie was shown at
7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Admission to the film which attracted a

Sonoma State
fires 24 profs,
I adds three
new coaches

Statistics show $ 2, 79 1 in losses for April
total of 277 people was $2. The total income for the event
was $554, while the cost of the program was $589.
April 21 Another film, the ever-popular "Animal
House," was presented. Like "For Your Eyes Only," it
was shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 10
p.m. The film drew 326 people and generated $652, a profit
of $167 for the event which cost $485 to present.
April 23 The Hoovers, a new wave band, played in
the S.U. Ballroom at noon. The cost of the program was
$360 and drew an audience of 350. Admission was free.
April 28 Jane Goodall, world-renowned anthropologist, came to SJSU.
From 10 a.m. to noon, Goodall presented a workshop
in the S.U. Umunhum Room. One hundred attended the
event, free of charge. Costs for the event were included in
a speech by Goodall later that night.
Goodall’s speech started at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium and drew 450 people.
Admission prices to the speech ranged from $3 to
$4.50, creating a total income of $1,350 for the event. The

ROHNERT PARK, Calif. ( AP) In a
rare move blamed on economic woes, 24
Sonoma State University professors have
been handed their walking papers, dashing
the notion that tenure means never having
to say you’re laid off.
The layoffs, which the administration
blamed on pliunmeting student enrollment
and shifts in course preference, are the
first in years within the California State
University system, the nation’s largest
such system with 319,000 students.
At the same time, Sonoma State is
hiring personnel in other departments,
including three football coaches.
Administration officials at the campus
50 miles north of San Francisco maintain
that the layoffs, effective Aug. 30, were
decided fairly. But many professors say
the admininstraton played favorites in the
process and refused faculty input.
"I’m damned mad," said John
Kramer, a tenured political science
professor who is being laid off after 12
years. "It may be that there is a necessity
for some layoffs at Sonoma State. But the
situation is being used by the administration as a vehicle to reward
favorites and punish people they don’t like.
There’s no sense of fairness."
Kramer is one of several Sonoma State
faculty members who have filed
grievances with the American Association
of University Professors, which represents
70,000 professors across the nation.
Traditionally, professors granted
tenure are assured of lifetime employment, barring grave misconduct. But
state law now permits layoffs of tenured
faculty for "lack of funds or lack of work."

cost of the program was $3,065.
April 30 Gore Vidal, author of "1876" and other
novels and now running for the U.S. Senate, spoke at
SJSU.
The program cost $145 to present and drew an
estimated 500 people according to the report.
The noontime event took place in the S.U. Amphitheater and was presented free of charge.
In all, eight programs were presented at a cost of
$5,347, generating $2,556 in total income and serving 2,378
students.

.5JSu foof6a11
tomorrow- See pole. 7

Barbara Nielsen, an AAUP associate
secretary in San Francisco, said termination notices to Sonoma State
professors cited both reasons, leaving
faculty unsure about exactly why they
were being dismissed.
Fred Dorer, acting vice president for
academic affairs, said the school "went
over the precipice. We no longer have
enough funds to support the tenured
faculty on hand."
However, Robert Brown, a history
professor and chairman of the faculty
Academic Senate, said the university is in
the process of hiring instructors in biology,
computer science and media studies, as
well as athletic personnel.
"It makes no sense to announce that
we have a financial crisis on our hands,
therefore, we have to lay you off, when at
the same time, they’re adding staff in
another area, academic or not," Ms.
Nielsen said.

The films section of the program board presented two
films this month at a cost of $1,074. The movies generated
$1,206 in total income, a surplus of $132.
After the report was submitted, Rolland answered a
couple of questions about his presentation.
Clark Meadows, director of business affairs, asked
Rolland why an advertisement for the Goodall workshop
and speech appeared in the Spartan Daily a day after the
event.
Rolland said that the belated ad was the fault of the
Spartan Daily and added that the program board wouldn’t
be charged for the event.
Kathy Cordova, non-traditional minorities director,
asked for an explanation of the costs for Vidal.
Rolland said the costs were for publicity.
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Sports Information Director Jay
Potter confirmed that the Athletic
Department planned to hire three permanent, though part-time football coaches
soon.
"It’s our belief in the athletic program
that if any program is going to save this
university, it’s going to be athletics," he
said.
"You don’t hear too much about the
great English professor in the daily paper
but you sure hear about the great athletic
program.
Campus enrollment, which peaked at
more than 5,000 in the mid-1970s, has
dropped to less than 4,200 this year.

..spartaguide
Asian American Studies will have a
picnic and sports day at 10 a.m. Sunday in
Kelly Park. For more information call Teresa
Sacramento at 277-2894.
The Pre-dental club will hold its last
meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. Monday in
the S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information call Jack at 243-5348.
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity will have an

open party with a live band from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m, tonight at 567 S. Eighth St. For more
information call Murple at 279-9397.

today’" Morris Dailey Auditorium. Fnr more
informauon call Fortune at 238-6642.

Akbayan Filipino Club will hold a
meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call
Fortune at 238-6642.
.
Akbayan Filipino Club will have a show
titled "Reflections of our Heritage" at 8 p.m.

The school of education and disabled
student services will present "Kids on the
Block" at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. on .onday.
Workshops will be at 10 a.m., noon, 3 p.m. and
5 p.m. For more information call Roberta
Cane at 277-2642 or Peggy Grodhaus at 2772971.
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A.S. president recalls his past year in office
By Lenny BousaII
With less than a week left in his term as AS.
admits he is ready to step down
Robinson
aresident. Tony
prom the political soap box.
"I’m not interested in going into politics," Robinson
add Wednesday. "1 think the days of the professional
:i.oliticians are dead."
Robinson took the opportunity this week to assess his
performance this year as A.S. president, his ac.iimplishments and his ups and downs.
"I feel real good about the job I’ve done this year," he
,aid. In a way. I’m sad that I’m leaving."
Although he is leaving the SJSU political arena,
tiobinson admits that this year won’t be "my last year
being involved in school activities."
"I’m already involved with Homecoming for next
. ear." he said. And I would also like to get into raising
: ioney for SJSU athletics." Outside sources, he said, such
is corporations, businesses and certain individuals, must
approached for assistance.

Passage of Recreation Center highlights term
As money gets tighter and tighter, we should go to
outside sources for help," he said.
His term this year, Robinson said, held a number of
highlights.
"Passing the Rev Center would have to be THE
highlight," he said. "I’m sure the REC will prove to be a
great accomplishment in the years to come.
"We also got Homecoming back on as feet this year."
he continued. Robinson and his assistant, Jeff Smith,
spent a lot of time and effort going to San Jose City
Council meetings, trying to get the city’s backing for the
event, he said.
Robinson also feels the performance of the Associated
Students as a whole improved during his term.
"The board, as far as A.S. goes, is more conscious
now of how money is spent," he said. "I think that’s good:

Evolution conference plans
to modify Darwin’s ideas

I think that all the universities are in for bad economic
times in the future."
Not everything went well this year, though. Robinson
admitted.
"Probably the lowest point of the year was dealing
with the African Awareness Month Planning Committee,"
Robinson said. "We the AS. were misunderstood - our
intentions were misunderstood by the group."
Members of the African Awareness group accused the
A.S. of racism and conspiring to discredit the
organization. The problems stemmed from an allocation
made to the group earlier this semester by AS. The final
allocation of nearly $7,000 was $2,000 less than the group
had requested initially, and decisions by the board to
eliminate some of the group’s events sparked a conflict.
The chance to serve as AS. president, Robinson said,
was an enlightening experience.

of things," he
"The term opened my eyes about a lot

said. "The AS. has a tough job every year.
imagined. You
"It’s a lot harder than 1 had originally
do. There are a
have to be very consistent with what you
and you
tremendous amount of meetings you to attend,
have to put in long days."
starts at 6:30
An average day, according to Robinson,
the Student
a.m. when he arrives at the AS. offices in
Union. It doesn’t end until 5 or 6 p.m.
have to at"Plus, there’s a lot of nighttime events I
tend," he said.
student
Robinson is convinced that input from the
population is needed for an efficient A.S.
going
"People, students, should get involved in what’s
get inon up here in A.S.," he said. "We need them to
volved."
degree
Although he plans to graduate next year with a
fade into
in criminal justice, Robinson insists he will not
the background.
"I’ll be around," he vows.

1

Friday

Music student cools cello in shade

ISU professors, high school instructors to give lectures
By Chris Borden
SJSU will present a conference titled "Evolution: A
’entury After Darwin." from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
imorrow in Duncan Hall 135.
The conference is open to the public.
Several SJSU professors and high school teachers will
leliver lectures and workshops on teaching evolution.
!’ heir purpose is to inform educators and others on recent
cientific discoveries which support and/or modify the
incepts advanced by Charles Darwin, 19th century
t uralist and geneticist.
"It’s a good time to have it," said Richard Ingraham,
trilogy professor. "Darwin’s views live on."
Ingraham. who will speak on "Evolution, Education
rid Society" at the symposium, said the chief goal of the
. ent is "to get the latest information on evolution to the
iblic schools."
"There’s been a lot of ferment," Ingraham said.
.1.11i,n has been ri-Ealized as a reality though

scientists may disagree on the Importance of genetic
mutation or natural selection."
He also said if people are informed on evolution,
"they’ll be less likely to be seduced by the specious
arguments of so-called scientific creationists."
The symposium is part of an effort by the Biology
Department to provide a public service on genetics, according to Ingraham.
"The amount of information on genetics doubles
every decade," Ingraham said. "The university should
provide an opportunity for the public to learn about these
things. The subject has to be in the media."
In addition to the lectures and workshops there will be
exhibits and genetics demonstrations prepared by the
Biology Department.
The conference is sponsored by the School of Science,
the California Science Teacher’s Association and the
Elementary School Science Association.
Cost is $10 for adults and $5 for students.
For more information contact the Biology Department at 277-2355.
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’Cinco de Mayo Jaimaica’
showcases SJSU graduate
By Vivian Vasquez
The film writer and actor, Daniel Valdez, will be the
main attraction at the "Cinco de May Jaimaica"
celebration tomorrow.
Valdez portrayed the main protagonist, Henry Reyna,
in the movie "Zoot Suit." The actor is also an alumni of
SJSU.
The festivities will run from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
event is sponsored by Semana Chicane, a Raza
organization of SJSU. It will be cosponsored by El Concilio, which is an umbrella organization for all the Raza
clubs on campus.
It is funded by AS.
"We’ll be offering a lot of rare and original talent,"
said Adelina Alveraz, president of Semana Chicane.
"Theatro de Baez, a theater group from California State
University at Fresno will start off the festivities with a
performance at 11:30 a.m."
A local dance group, Los Lupenos, will follow the
performance of Theatro de Baez. The dance group will be
performing Mexican Indian ethnic dances from the different states of Mexico, according to Alverez, 22, a senior
majoring in administration of justice.
"We’ll also have Los Trabajordes, a four-man instrumental group performing salsa and other types of

I AP - A 23-year-old trial in what they say was a
rapist serving a 24-year revenge-motivated, tripleprison term faces new murder plot.
charges of trying to
A
hand-written
arrange the deaths of his "contract" offered $2,000
young victim and her and a car to the person who
parents, authorites said killed the parents and
yesterday.
tortured, raped and
Santa Clara County murdered their 12-year-old
prosecutors have asked daughter, said police incourt officials for per- vestigator Bert Caro.
mission to bring Terry Ray
The killer was to read
Cook back to San Jose for an obscene script to the

child so that she would
know why she was being
tortured, said deputy
district attorny Alan
Nudelman.
"He’s just a particularly
vicious,
malignant individual who
is obviously bereft of
conscience,"
said
Nudelman.
He said Cook was
"bent upon destroying
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Wm jazz music," she said.
Another dance group, Ballet Folklorico primavera, of
the SJSU campus, will be contributing some of their
talents, Alverez said. "This particular dance group
specializes in traditional Mexican dances."
According to Alverez, two SJSU poets will also be
participating in the festivities.
Roberto Duran, a 29-year-old undeclared junior and
Clyde Salarzar, a 44-year-old graduate student, majoring
in social work, will be reading their own poetry.
"Mine is a mixture of revolutionary Chicano and
native American poetry," Salarzar said. "Roberto’s
poetry is on the order of the young Chicanos."
"It would be good for the community to share in this
event," Salarzar said. "It’ll be entertaining and informative about the Chicano experience."
"Cinco de Mayo Jaimaica" is the second event
sponsored by Semana Chicana this semester. According
to Alverez, the closest translation of the festivities would
be "an outdoor event for May 5."
Cinco de Mayo is a Mexican holiday commemorating
the Battle of Puebla in 1862, when a Mexican !rmy
defeated the French armies of Napoleon in Mexico’s drive
to get rid of Maximilian of Austria, who had been installed
as emperor of Mexico.
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Music major Ed Castro took advantage of some
peace and quiet to practice his cello outside the
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I A.S. directors change minds, OK field trip
4

I

By Lenny Bonsall
One week after refusing to allow a student group to
use its funds for a post-school-year -field-trip, the A.S.
Board of Directors Wednesday changed direction and
decided to allow the request.
The decision was announced during the board’s last
full meeting of the 1982-1983 school year.
Monterey Peninsula College, an extension of SJSU,
asked the board last week to allow approximately $500 of
the school’s 1982-1983 funds to be used for a bus trip to San
Prancisco’s Japan Town on June 12.
The money, said Connie Wright, spokeswoman for the
allege, was needed to charter a bus for the trip.
The board refused, citing a stipulation that
liscourages A.S. money from being spent following the

Students get $ 500 to see San Francisco
conclusion of the school year.
On Wednesday, the group returned, asking for an
explanation of the previous week’s action.
"We’re back again because we feel that we weren’t
completely understood and we didn’t understand you,"
Monterey Peninsula College representative Judy Kaitala
told the board. "We would like to try and clear this thing
up.’
Andy Arias, A.S. vice president, offered an explanation.
"My concern was that the bus trip was after the

school year," Arias said, arguing that the trip, is of
limited access to the students.
Kaitala then asked Arias if the trip was "illegal" by
A.S. standards, Arias said that it was not.
"Then is it something you don’t personally like" an
exasperated Kaitala asked the board.
Arias once again pointed out the "limited access" the
trip had for students, saying "normally, we don’t approve
travel after the end of the year."
The purpose of the visit Ito Japan town, Kaitala said,
was to allow the students to see some of the things they

Would exterid use of ’W’ and ’Incomplete
S

Academic Senate tables ’U’grade proposal
:,4

by Steve Parnlor

By Cindy Mare
The Academic Senate has decided not to support a
resolution to eliminate the "U" grade at SJSU.
Senators voted Monday to table a resolution that
would have extended the use of "W" and "Incomplete"
grades after eliminating the "U" grade for a two-year
trial period.
Under the proposal, students not attending a class
during the first three weeks of school would be given a
"W" or withdrawal without penalty.
Students who "abandon" a course between the fourth
and twelfth weeks of school would receive an "Incomplete" unless they were failing when they stopped
attending the class. Those students would receive an "F."
RAIFOSSL
"Incomplete" grades do not become "F"s if students
make up the necessary work in the course within a year.
However, some senators objected to the proposed use
of the "incomplete" grade.
"It really messes up the ’Incomplete’ policy we’ve
had in the past," said Robert Wrede, mathematics and
computer science professor. "Students (now I must do a
substantial amount of work in the given course."
"Suppose a student has missed five or six weeks of
class. A paper isn’t enough to make up the deficit," said
George Sicular, statewide senator.
Under the proposed policy, some students might have
to audit a class to make up the "Incomplete" grade, which
would cause problems in some impacted programs, said
Bill Tidwell, professional standards committee chairman.
"This will simply not work in the school of science or
education. It’s going to make chaos out of planning," he
said.
Tidwell added that students could enroll in 30 units of
classes, take midterms, accept an "Incomplete" in 15
units of class and return the next semester to make up the
work without paying any fees.
However, not everyone disliked the policy.
"I think anything short of conducting public
executions in the amphitheater is better than the current

policy," said Jun Rowen, SJSU’s representative to the
California State Students Association. "I think this is
about the best we’re going to get."
Paul Betten, chairman of the instruction and research
committee that introduced the resolution, defended the
proposed "Incomplete" policy.
He said it was designed to "give a year’s grace to any
student who didn’t understand the system."
Students who fail to properly withdraw from a class
receive a "U" grade, which is equivalent to an "F" when
their GPA is computed.
Rowen said 2.4 percent of SJSU’s students receive
"U" grades each year.
"At the beginning of the semester, student after
student comes in with a ’U’ grade they didn’t expect to
get," said Louie Barozzi, instruction and research
committee member.

up

By Holly Taglier
The Robert D. Clark Library will soon be covering its
walls with the works of four SJSU art students as a result
of the art purchase awards sponsored by the SJSU
Women’s Faculty Club.
"The whole purpose of our program is to do things to
beautify the campus. or doing something educational
that would involve the different departments," said Anna
Ballarian, professor emeritus and coordinator of the
awards. The club wanted to do something "that would
benefit the college," she added.
Erica Honda, Jeff
Each of the four students
Fasbinder, Jackie I.incoln and Barney O’Hara will
receive a $100 award for the purchased art works at the
awards presentation Tuesday afternoon.
In all, 38 entries were accepted in all media including
sculpture, fabric, water color, graphics art, acrylic, oil
and ceramic, Ballarian said. The selections were made by
a committee of six representing the Women’s Faculty
Club, Clark Library and the Associated Students who
subsidized the event’s publicity.
The blind judging took three hours and was based on
"quality as well as being suitable to the library,"
Ballarian said.
A six-foot ceramic sculpture had to be excluded, she
added, because of the impracticality of it. The committee
considered installing it on the library roof, but the idea
was withdrawn when informed that the roof could not
withstand the weight.
The committee considered installing it indoors, but
Ballarian said "We just don’t have the security" for
something that would protude six feet from the wall. ’
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Lincoln’s paper casted "Searching" has been recently
displayed in an SJSU gallery exhibit in which all pieces
dealt "with the theme of emotion...this one being perplexity," Lincoln said. "It is the fury that brings about the
searching."
Lincoln was a recipient of an Art Department award
for outstanding student while attending Ohlone Community College in Fremont.
O’Hara, a sculptor by trade and winner of several
other awards, was pleased that his graphite drawing
"Ascent" had been among those selected. "It’s always
good for an artist coming out of the university to have
one’s resume show the university is in possession of your
work," he said.
O’Hara, who sets a goal for himself of at least two Art
Department exhibits a semester, recently had small
bronze pieces on display in one of the campus galleries.
According to Maureen Pastine, library director, it is
not yet known where the pieces will be permanently
placed, though she felt that Honda’s bright watercolor,
"The Alphabet," might be appropriately placed in the
second floor children’s section.
"Edith (Crowe) and Andy (Largo) in particular will
be looking around" for specific locations to display the
works, Pastine said. Until then, the works will be on
display in the Wahlquist Library.
The fourth purchase is an acrylic airbrush painting
entitled "Crawford’s Mouth" by Jeff Fasbinder.
The students will be presented with their awards at
3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Clark Library, room 511. Committee members will also be present to discuss the
judging criteria and other related topics of interest.

had studied in their humanities claws on Japanese culture.
The trip was planned for June, she said, SO that students
would be able to finish with finals before the event.
Kaitala said the trip would benefit the students who
had the class experience, adding that, "it’s not limited
just to the students in the class."
Clark Meadows, business affairs director said he
opposed the group’s request that the board reconsider its
previous decision.
"The funds are not for summer use." Meadows said,
adding that student funds should not be spent on summer
activites.
"These funds are for the cultural advancement of the
students," argued Sterna Burkom, an SJSU humanities
professor. "And these are legitimate students."
Connie Magana, personnel director, came to the
group’s defense.
"We might look at it the trip) as one of the basic
things we at this campus get every day," Magana said.
"We get the program board here and afternoon concerts
they don’t get these things."
The board finally approved the group’s requested use
of the money with a 7-0 vote, with an admonishment from
Meadows advising the college to "do their programs
during the school year."
The directors also approved a $67 reimbursement for
the election board.
The money was needed, according to Arias, because
the board exceeded its budget by that amount for this
semester’s student election. The extra money was spent
on additional ballots used during the election, which attracted a record number of voters.
Arias said that the A.S. should feel "lucky" that they
are "getting away with only a $67 allocation."
"The election board only received $1,100 this year for
the whole election," Arias said. "We’re lucky that they
kept it down to what they did, considering the number of
people that voted this year."
Wednesday’s meeting was the last full conference
presided over by current AS. members. Next week, the
newly elected officials will assume their AS. positions.

Betten said the policy was designed to give "son te
kind of forgiveness . . to the student who may hay,
failed to properly withdraw from the class."

Academic Senator Bill Tidwell

,Four students sell artwork
for display in Clark Library
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feature
’Super’ students
compete for fun
Their muscles were straining,
stretching and pulling all in the quest of
victory.
Whether they were running long
distances, sprinting short dashes, gliding
through the air or tugging painfully. SJSU
students were exercising their bodies.
They were also exercising their
athletic skills as they took part in the
Second Annual Superstars competition
last weekend.
Jim Syring (left) stretches to get
ready for participation in the four-mile
relay as two female joggers jaunt by.
Janet Harmon (below left) seems to
glide through the air as she lunges in the
long jump competiton.
While Syring and Harmon were
running and jumping, the "Virgin Killers"
superstars team ( below) were pulling
their weight in the tug of war competition.
The "Killers," comprised of Dave
Rauling, Ed Brown, Mike Brown and
Adam Austin ileft to right), represented

the fourth floor of West Hall. Their efforts,
however, were spoiled when they lost tc
Washburn Hall.
Displaying athletic prowess in the twoday competition were Alex Walker, Robbie
Bettencourt, Ed Uthoff and Sandy Zobel.
Walker won the men’s collegiate
division for the second straight year,
winning one event ( weightlifting) and
finishing second in two others (100-yard
dash and long jump).
Bettencourt won the women’
collegiate division.
Victories in the softball throw and thi
golf shoot paced her road to victory.
Uthoff, of the varsity basketball team.
took the men’s intercollegiate crown.
Zobel won five out of nine events en
route to a close victory over Harmon. She
won two events and finished second in
three others.
The weekend competition was sponsored by the student programs and services office.
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The School of Education and Disabled Student
Services of SJSU are presenting the internationally known "Kids on the Block"
puppet troupe from Washington, D.C.
on Monday, May 10 in the SU Ballroom.
"Kids on the Block" is an innovative way
to teach children about people with dis
abilities and can be a valuable tool for
educators and human service professionals

Meet
ihe Kids
on the
Block

Performances: 9:00am. 2:00 pm.
Workshops: 10:00 am. - Noon and
3:00 pm. - 5:00
Workshop Fees: $5 for SJSU staff,
faculty & students. $10 for
Non-SJSU (performances only)
Advanced registeration required:
Contact Secondary Education.
277-2642 or Disabled Student
Services, 277-2971 for register
ation forms, Brenda Baynard or
Peggy Grodhaus.
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Spartan running back Andre Carter (with ball) looks upfield while defensive back Greg Fairrer tries to
bring him down in a spring drill. The Spartans will be clashing with the alumni this Saturday at Spartan
Stadium at 7p.m.

Gridders to take on alumni

By Mike Jones
After practicing for four weeks and scrimmaging
three games, the SJSU football team will finally see some
real game action when it takes on the alumni Saturday
night at Spartan Stadium. Kick-off time is 7 p.m.
The Spartans, champions of the PCAA last year and
23-0 winners in last year’s game will show some new faces
on their squad, especially on defense. Gone are
linebackers Bob Overly, Damon Keeve, Cheyenne
Tuufuli, and defensive backs Glen McClaren and Ken
Daniel, all starters on last year’s defense.
Gone on the offensive unit are Gerald Willhite, PCAA
Player of the Year in 1981, and wide receiver Stacey
-Bailey.
ti 4i, Willhite and Bailey were both drafted in the
professional football draft last week. Willhite going in the
first round to Denver and Bailey going in the third round
to Atlanta.
However, returning for the Spartans will be quarterback Steve Clarkson.
Clarkson, the All-PCAA quarterback last year, will be
joined in the backfield by Roy Smally at fullback and
either Robert Johnson or Art King at tailback.
The wide receivers will be either returning all-PCAA
wide receiver Tim Kearse or Ken Taylor. On the other
side, the likely starter is Eric Richardson.
The tight end will be either Bill Nicholas or Carl
Sullivan, taking over for the graduating Tracy Franz.
Gone from the offensive line is All-PCAA tackle Max
Hooper to graduation, but it should still be a strong unit.
The line will be anchored by returning starting center
Jeff Petkevicius. The guards will be Tom Larson on the
right side and Maomao Niko on the left side. Henry
Ramelli will be the right tackle while returning starter
Dan Severance will be the left tackle.
The defense is where the Spartans have lost a great
deal of players. However, returning for the Spartans on
right defensive
the defensive line is Steve McEnroe at
tackle, a starter from last year’s squad.
Joining McEnroe will be LeCarter Washington at the
Aged tackle spot and Jessie Green at nose guard. The
’’’defensive ends will be Kerry Ford on the right side and
Tuli Ainnu on the left side. Robert Grant is also a
possibility to start at one of the defensive end spots.
The linebackers will be Robert Matheny and Kenneth

Woodburn.
Defensive back positions is where the Spartans will
show a far different look from last year, mainly due to the
graduation of McClaren and Daniel.
At cornerback, James Newton will be starting on the
right side and Ray Williams on the left side. Brian
Hawkins is the free safety while Dick Hunter is the strong
safety. Missing from the line-up is Ken Thomas, who is
running track. and Gill Byrd, who is still nursing an injured knee.
According to head coach Jack Elway, there are about
85 players on the team. Elway said he would like to get as
many players as he can into the game.
"I’d like to see as many as we can," Elway said
"This will give them actual game experience."
The alumni, featuring about 50 former SJSU players.
will be led by quarterback Craig Kimball. Kimball, who
plays for the San Jose Tigers semi-pro team, played for
SJSU from 1972 to 1974. He holds individual Spartan
records for most touchdowns scored and responsible for in
a season ( 27 ) and in a career t 56). He also has the record
for most touchdown passes in a season 1231 in 1974 and in a
career 501.
Kimball’s offensive line will feature two Spartans
from last year’s team; Bill James and Bart Nielsen.
Others will be Rick Rasnick. a current Spartan assistant
coach, Paul Kessler. Mike Heydrnan. Bob Sims. Tony
Rice, Chip Wilson, Sean O’Corrol, Rick Dozier, and Doug
Allen.
Joing Kimball in the backfield will be Jim Walsh. a
current Spartan assistant coach who played one year with
the Seattle Seahawks pro team, Pat Coleman. Eric
Humphrey. and Sam Papalii.
One wide-receiver will be Ike McBee who ranks
second in Spartan history for total yards receiving with
1,571 from 1972-74 and in passes caught with 106.
The coaching staff for the alumni will also be SJSU
alumni. The head coach will be Jim Cadile, presently
coach of the San Jose Tigers. Other coaches include Bob
Titchenal, who was the head coach of the Spartans from
1957 to 1964.
Tickets for the game will be $2 for adults and $1 for
students.
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sports
Spikers bid for NCAA’s
By Mike Thomas
For those SJSU
tracksters planning to
participate in the NCAA
championships in Provo.
Utah in June, but who
their
met
haven’t
qualifying standards, the
next two weeks are of
extreme importance.
The Spartans travel to
lemoore this weekend for
the West Coast Relays and
a week from today go to
Logan. Utah for the PCAA
championships.
With only two weeks
left to qualify, the Spartans
have only five competitors
that have qualified.
Distance runner Simon
Kilili and pole vaulter Felix
Bohni were the first to
qualify.
Kilili has qualified for
the 5,000 and 10,000 meter
runs while Bohni easily
cleared the 17-3 pole vault
requirement in the first
meet of the year, clearing
18-0.
Long jumper Essodina
Atchade and 400 meter
intermediate hurdler
Bernie Holloway were also
early qualifers. Atchade
jumped 25-11 early in
March to meet the 25-3
standard. Holloway has
been improving on a

weekly basis, having run
49.49 last week in the
Budweiser Invitational and
50.3 two weeks earlier in
the Bruce Jenner meet at
San Jose City College.
Holloway has the
fastest collegiate time this
year and has the third
fastest time in the world for
the intermediate hurdle
race.
Rob
Shot putter
Suelflohn was the fifth
to qualify.
Spartan
Suelflohn has had four
lifetime best throws in the
last four weeks.
Suelflohn surpassed
the 60-foot qualifying mark
and his lifetime best of 5910 at the Ed Adams Invitational in Salinas two
weeks ago. Since that
meet, Suelflohn has added
another three feet to his
mark and is currently
ranked seventh in the
nation.
The 400 and 1600 meter
relay teams are both in
good shape in trying to
qualify for the NCAA’s.
The 400 meter team of
Virgil
Prince,
Cleve
Torrence, Dwayne Green
just a
are
and Ken Thomas
10th of a second off of the
qualifying standard.
The same team earned

hurdle in

All-American honors last
year for its fifth place
finish in the NCAA
championships.
They may have suffered a setback, however,
when sprinter Ken Thomas
complained of tightness in
his leg after a practice last
week.
"The 400 meter relay
team has an excellent
chance of making it," SJSU
distance coach Marshall
Clark said. "A lot depends
on the status of Thomas."
It was not known at
press time whether
Thomas has a severe injury or just some minor
problems.
The 1600 meter relay
team of Dwayne Green,
Cleve Prince, Paul Jones
and Holloway had a good
chance of qualifying last
week but Paul Jones
became entangled with a
runner from the Maccabi
Track Club. As a result, the
Spartans fell two seconds
short despite Holloway’s
45.8 anchor leg.
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Netters finish 6th
in PCAA finals
By Stewart Emerson
The 1982 tennis season
for SJSU’s men’s team
came to an unceremonious
conclusion
Wednesday
after the Spartans finished
sixth in the PCAA championships in Irvine.
Long Beach edged
defending champion UCIrvine 35 to 34 to win the
PCAA team title.
This year’s championship marked the first
time in SJSU’s history that
the Spartans did not have a
PCAA singles or doubles
champion.

BUBBA: NOW that we’re not playin
anymore, we spend more
time poppin tops off cans of Lite
Beer from Miller than poppin’
quarterbacks
DKK: But our favorite topic of conversation over a couple of Lite
Beers is still the art of playin’
defense.
BUM: Yeah. The bigger we were
the harder they fell
DICK: Very true Being big helps
give you presence. What I call
winning through intimidation

In the 1981 tournament,
John Saviano was the No. 3
singles champion and
Glenn Brassington took the
No. 6 singles championship. Both Saviano and
Brassington lost to their
opponents in straight sets
this year.
There was some
consolation for the Sparhowever.
The
tans,
Spartans No. 1 player,
Brett Dickinson, and No. 4
player, Paul Van Eynde,

skims

Invitational

TWO OF THE NICEST, SWEETEST GUYS
EVER TO PLAY FOOTBALL ON DRINKIN’ DOWN BEER
AND EATIN’ UP QUARTERBACKS

won consutouon championships. A consolation
championship amounts to a
fifth place finish.
Both Dickinson and
Van Eynde lost their first
round singles matches
Monday. Dickinson traded
sets with Fresno State’s
Jeff Jacklich before losing
6-4, 2-6, 6-2. Santa Barbara’s Mark Finerman
slipped by Van Eynde 7-6 in
the first set only to drop the
second set 6-1 to a charging
Van Eynde. But Van Eynde
ran out of gas in the final
set, bowing 6-4.
Both Dickinson and
Van Eynde beat their
second round opponents to
advance to the consolation
Both
championship.
players then won their
consolation matches, and
both had trouble doing it.
After falling 7-6 in the
opening set to Long
Beach’s
Moravec,
Dickinson came back to
win the next two sets, 6-3,64. Van Eynde squeaked
past Bill Wakefield in three
sets. 54.2-5.7-5.

Mike( I

hurdler

SJSU

Hawthorne

#1
’

by Bubba Smth and Dck Butkus
BUBBA: E3ut you also have to play
smart. Like watching the guy in
front of you for a tip. Sometimes the
position of a guard’s teeth l tell you
where he’s gonna go once the
ball is hiked. Feet can tell you a lot.
I guess that’s why shoes have
tongues.
DICK: But smart guys remember
they’re on a team. Work with a
partner. Try to draw players, so
maybe he can get through.
This technique also works well
when you want to get a Lite Beer

1
it

in a crowded bar.
BMA: And drinkin’ Lite Beer is one
of the smartest things you can do.
Because Lite’s less fillip’, so it won’t
slow you down.
DICK: Sure. And even though we’re
not playin’ anymore. after years
of eatin’ up quarterbacks. its nice
to relax with the great taste of
Lite Beer.
MBA: You might say we’ve gone
from being heavy hitters to Lite
drinkers. Right, Mr. Butkus?
DICK: Right, Mr. Smith

SIEA
1.

ELEC

COME
and I

II

ASTOR’S

Coin -Op Auto N4 a s h
.Th ay s Opcn
Our Nev. I. oa ming lirohc.s %4 ill
Clean Off (hal Road Film
732 so. First
(’.tar

SI.

Offer

504 Lincoln A c.
1 it inflow Sli

Give Your Car .% Spring Cleaning
INOR

Sunday, May 9, Mother’s Day

RI1

It’s her day, make it a memorable one.
Our total facility is prepared to provide
her with the great dining experience
that she so richly deserves. We
will start serving dinner a 3 o’clock,
make your reservations now.
360 South Saratoga Avenue
at Stevens Creek Boulevard
San Jose. CA 95129
Telephone 408 244.1113
Dinner served until 12 A.M.

fti

’Friday. May?. 1982
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sports
tast place at stake for Spartans and Dons

41

By Mike Jones
This weekend’s series
between the SJSU and
University of San Francisco baseball teams
should go down in the books
as "the battle of the cellar
dwellers."
Both teams are
hopelessly out of contention
for any chance of winning
the second half of the
Northern
California
Baseball
Association.
Actually, both teams have
seen out of contention for
*out three weeks.

Out of the seven teams
in the NCBA, the Spartans
are in sixth place with a 4-9
record. The team below
them is USF with an even
more miserable record of
1-13.
This will be the second
time these two teams have
met this year. Earlier this
season in the first half, the
Dons took two of three
games from the Spartans.
The Spartan victory, a 6-4
decision, was their first of
the year.

The Dons as a team are
near the boitom of the
league in almost all
categories. Their team
batting average is .260,
fifth in the league. Their
team pitching has an ERA

of 6.39, sixth in the league.
Even their fielding average
is not very good. The Dons
have a .947 fielding percentage, last in the league.
The
Spartans,
however, are not much
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Please call loran
appointment
Expires 8115/82

GLASCO MARINE
260 N. Montgomery St.
San Jose, CA. 94110
WANTED
295-8722
(NOM comon it JIIIIell & 7V7011791i.’

EXECUTIVE SUITE 26
100

ED HALL’S AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR

369

from

RESUME
SPECIALISTS

246 7200

San Jose,

Brake Service
and
Computerized Wheel Alignment

lote
oon, .n etc.. Mama, aog economical,.
tronsompion

Saturday

1154 Saratoga Ave

20% OFF

IN 5 EXCITING MODELS

Mon Fr1

Shoes and Accessories for the Whole Family
HRS. M-F 9:30 - 9:00
Sat 9:00- 6:00
Sun 11:00 - 600

STUDENT DISCOUNT

COLUMBIA &SACHS

An Education in Savings

S00-6-00

The two teams will
square-off today at Mission
College in Santa Clara
beginning at 2:30 p.m.
They will follow with a
noon
doubleheader
tomorrow at USF.

.317, and third baseman
Rick Dominguez at .303.
Top hitters for the
Dons are outfielder John
Magiante at .328 and third
baseman Bob Woodcock at
.327.

outfielder
Spartan
better. Their team batting
average is considerably Gene Robinson still leads
better than the Dons, the the team in hitting with a
Spartans hitting .289. .373 batting average. He is
However, their team ERA followed by short stop Ed
is only 6.21, while their Rettagliata at .318, second
baseman Marko Trapani at
fielding percentage is .953.

1460 PARK
SAN

AVENUE
CA 01 as

JOSE.

297-0646

,

classifieds
9

*

SALES People wanted Full Part
Time
Make money On the
crying need for clean water. ,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

the
priced
popularly
Show
Hurley Water Purifier Excel

THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER
Community resource center for
on the military
draft. nuclear Weapons, racism.
sexism, and nulear power Get

Comm.

No prior cop
call Jess at 238 1497

information

informed.

then

get

needed

Will train a 25/Game 3.301IS PM
call intramural office today 277

S 10th St. San Joie, or call 14081

7972

Join us

Castle 1
CONSUMERS WANTED
Cooke Inc Earn $5 for IS min
testing 100d Products W/
evening iasle panels, everyone

every
CLUB
meets
SIERRA
Tuesday at 7:30
in Ine
Pm. in the Student
Goad

welcome

Call Karen Baker at
4081 263 63009 4 Mon Fri

Union Activities include skiing,
backpacking. climbing, cycling.

Three

District

Okayama Rest,
in
Apply
cuisine.

cooks

assist

Japanese

beginning

September for 1 3
Set your own hours
rears
Monthly Payment for placing

COME OUT AND JOIN US. The Gay
and Lesbian Student Union meets
pm ,
Shur
at
0
every

Pesters on campus BOMA based

Guadalupe Cm

on results

Union

in the Student
For more into, call 277

well 600 526 0883

Prizes awarded as

WANTED

facial.

no

SINGLE CATHOLIC GRADUATES
interested in socializing with
same are invited to contact the

ANY

songwriters

MUSICIANS OR
who need sorne

good lyrics call 793 45614

Bet 9th 110th

960 1568 or 14081 264 0638

NURSES 793 0117

10 percent disc

ATTN

and land a nab before you leave
tor ’the summer Starting wage
rate will be at least $395 per

school 10
OPEN PARTY FRIDAY MAY 16th
SIGMA ALPHA MU 967 So Ph St

to the Directors
Office on the Upper floor
hour

Come

Busboy

wanted

in person

Apply

weekdays,

lunch

shift

time.
Prefer

knowledge of Japanese
food Apply in person Okayama
Rest 565 AN Ott, St . San Jose

Center

Christian

Campus

Sunday, Lutheran 10.45

worship

796 0704

Ministry

MAJOR IN OT.
Psych, HmEc

counseling

Joan Panetta,
Sr
Firnnaber

PT.
Soc

Rev.
Wk

T

work

one to one with Devel Disabled
persons Need car and ins Start
SI 70/hr
after I me
64 70/hr

tor

Pd Trng Call 727 5570

programs

and study Opportunities Rev
Natahle Shires, Fr Bob Hayes,
Rev

in

RENT

Victorian
Call

house acroo from SJSU
Bob at 354 81170r 193 0427

pref

RM.

half

Mock

SJSU,

male student, non
smoker Kitchen priv 797 7679
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
great house in so Sn Clara ern

Acre Maw Looking For Roommate
To Share Very Nice Large 2 Id
1,1 Bath Apt in W San Jose
Parking, Laundry. and Poor on
ten

Available

5250
rrto
mediately
792,37800 or 2061, 1396

Jay

New York escape from
Hawaii getaway from

Discover Europe tram
PP 00 Our student travel dept
Will assist you in making those

1246 38871

2358765

or

Stuart.

and
Travel CHARTER
TO

PHOTOGRAPHY 70
WEDDING
color prints. 5 hrs Photo album
and

negatives

ternational

over 10 yrs

286 344.4 tor tree estimate
WOMEN
IN
PROF
MEN,
TERESTED IN home based bus
in sales and mang for
Opp
cosmetic Co Call 356 3217
Birth

Tests Abortion

Parties, etc

CALL

BOB. 14151

bell Call 378 Meer 255 0900 est
5377 or 5648 Ask for Marsha

655 9876

to

All
RENT Female
Family living Rent

room billiard room

1700 Payne

Avenue 378 8600

because We almost always have
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer/year

a vacancy 7957135

round

S800 92000
High Par.
All
tields parks.
monthly!

Norb

fisheries, oil industry and more!
in
listings,
1982
Employer

YOUR OWN import style
beer for hall the price of Olv
More alconot. better taste. Free
lessons Call 2006647

formation guide

MAKE

1246 Acetones. No

121 P0

Nourishing

LOST AND FOUND

opts

Near campus

hour

For

Flour and

carpel
laying.
electrical. painting Onto, allot
the above Call Don 295 7430

Nylon
LOST from Markham Hall
ski iacket, Ian with blue stripe.
lip Ott sleeves
green lining
REWARD,

Cali

John

at

777

errors!

produced on
All Formats

FOR SALE VW Bug ’66 Rebuilt Eng
completely
rewired,
new
clutch/brakes
Wan

Processor

Word

rental

TYPING

typing/word
processing
Experienced technical. thesis.
Term paper 1 Dissertations Use
which
can
also
do
equip

Quality

Etc

Jan

FOR SALE 76 VW CONY PERFECT
PELT
CONDITION
NEW

accurate.

ENGINE,

research

papers.

smashing

semester.

BO Ph 763 PM Alter NY for
Tom

etc
Work
Performed on IBM Selectric II
COPY service available with
nominal lee Here is to another
Call

STEREO
ALL THE BEST FOR LESS. Audio
complete
Enterprises
SJSU’s
consumer electronics buying
service, leatures the finest in

151

5942

260 944$

TYPING
SERVICE
EASYTYPE
term papers, theses, resumes.
2400112
letters
Word Pro<

Typist

Thesis E op IBM w/Meinerv. 18
Call
incl/symbols

typestyles

from

06

audio. video. and computers at
cost plus Adv. calibration
by
appt
consulting

Available

3069214

at

EXOTIC

415 III $676

instructors.
counselors

papers Santa Clara Area 296

App

7007

Selectric

FRANKFURT

rt.

$669

Ow.

1369

HONG

67690.

$599rt.
02990w.
KONG
AUSTRALIA I NEW ZEALAND

For information ran 415 4115676

049I0w

WEDDINGS Marry legally in your
home or mine orgy location No

0715

Available 7 days a week

SUE’S RESUMES, term papers.
theses,
mss
last, accurate.
since 1970 IBM corr seler 361
Free

editing

IBM

TYPING term papers

or anytime on weekends

KW 770 0155

major

from

Quick

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
ac
Neat
years experience

etc

Business

to

No lob too bio

camera

resumes. reports. dissertations
Deadlines ouaranteeo So San
Jose Call Kathie at 578 1216
SECRETARY

EXPERIENCED

English
Always Available Cali

Accurate

IBM,
Prot...net
Quality. Low cost. Guaranteed.
717 2011
Pam,
(Santa
E vetting, zWeekends
Clari
PROMPT

Toientino at 408 733 766/1

PRECISE.

PROFESSIONAL.
performed

my
correction) Selectric II
typestyles
of
variety

Papers, forms. letters
from $1/page
resumes, etc

TYPING

W

Etc

reports, resumes. theses.

I

Fast, neat. accurate

14081 370

Glen

on

typing
IBM
Wide
Near

203/ 101 275 9265

Crnbrn area Marlene 266 1326

2687

theses.

10111111IS

All

curate

ET Typing SeriliCe Term Rader,
reports. theses Be proud ol the
work you hand in Cali Erich

draft

rough

ready

GCPRV 2928665

S Monroe St a (Hwy 17 and
Shin Creek ) 266 0636 or 629 8917

dependable,
Fast
I
needs
reasonable rates/pick up and
delivery

Ron

service

electronic

dependable

Alice, 737 0155

wailing Beautiful lull service
529 Rev Wright 733 46I5. days

Robertson is now available by
appointment only for individuals
or groups Offices near campus

IBM

Electronic 736 8910

Word Processing for all your typing

WORD
FULL
SERVICE
PROCESSING AND TYPING
preparation
TECH
Manual

conscientious

dependable,

in CiEE 311 Sutler St no 407 SF

TYPING

fast.

TYPING

ACCURATE

accurate Reasonable rates. 739

return 61 50/po Ism w/various
type balls Virginia 227 1035

AND FRAUD

li

9525

SUNNYVALE/VALLCO.
TYPING
IBM
MARCIE’S
neat.
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Selectric
ill

St
ID’s.
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Railpasses, Tours, Youth Hostel
Passes and more Call or come
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Jose, BIOSS0111 Valley Janet???
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04100w.

Paris

Stud

Grad

SJSU

8967
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FREE
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Alpha Phi sorority garners
academic achievement honors
By Dawn Furukawa
Alpha Phi sorority, having accumulated a 2.78 grade
point average last semester, was honored as the house
with the highest grade point average for the second
semester in a row Monday night at the Panhellenic
Scholarship dinner.
Chi Omega was second with a 2.66 GPA and Kappa
Delta was third with a 2.56 GPA.
According to Nancy Davis, Panhellenic first vice
president, the dinner has been a tradition every fall and
spring semester.
"The dinner is to reward people for a job well done
and to get other ladies thinking about this scholarship,"
Davis said.
Lisetta Smith, Alpha Phi president, said the house
GPA was raised from a 2.6, two semesters ago, to a 2.78
last semester.
Smith said it is a challenge to try and stay on top.
"When you’re No. 1 everyone is competing against
you to get that position," she said. "It makes everyone try
that much harder, which is good."
According to Smith, Alpha Phi has study tables, which
are quiet 24-hours a day,"quiet hours" from 7 p.m. to 7
a.m., and helpful study hints around study tables to aid
students.
Also included are "study-buddies" for pledges, a new
applicant to the house. Pledges are matched up with an

active member who have the same major so that the
active member can help the pledge in her studies.
Smith also commented on Barb Carusa, a member of
Alpha Phi who achieved a 4.0 during her pledge semester
while majoring in engineering.
"I was really surprised to hear Barb got a 4.0
especially in that major," said Smith. "She’s also really
involved in the house."
Chi Omega members raised the house standings from
third place, two semesters ago, to second last semester.
Anna Corral, vice president, said the house also has a
scholarship program, which includes a study table with
hours from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. where women, depending on
their CPAs, are required to attend a number of days a
week.
Corral mentioned Chi Omega member Ruth Mencimer, who achieved a 3.81 GPA last semester.
"Ruth has always carried 18 to 21 units each
semester," Corral said. "Plus she was our president last
year, and she works.
The top eight women in all six houses were: Carusa,
Alpha Phi with a 4.0; Vicki Capestany, Gamma Phi Beta,
3.92; Cheryl Greggans, Kappa Delta, 3.86; Mindy Brestel,
Alpha Phi, 3.81; Mencimer, Chi Omega, 3.81; Karen
Christene Jones, Alpha Phi, 3.8: Beth Eveland, Chi
Omega, 3.8 and Cindy Lane, Chi Omega, 3.8.

Dave L rinm

Delta Gamma sorority member fixes hamburgers for waiting plates at the annual

Panhellenic scholarship dinner Alpha Phi won
the award for highest GPA with a 2.78.

Read
Class descriptions for next fall’s political science
classes are now available. The class guide contains 33
course descriptions.
The department has used the class description guide
for three years, according to Terry Christensen, political
science professor.
Christensen, who edited this semester’s guide, said its
purpose is to increase enrollment. He said the department
has maintained its level of enrollment while overall SJSU
enrollment has dropped.
The guide, he said, is especially useful when a student
begins a new class.

"The guide can help to generate enthusiasm,"
Christensen said.
Shakespeare’s Politics, a new offering, will feature
reading and analysis of five of the bard’s plays.
The themes in order, justice, power and modes of
community government will be covered.
Class descriptions are available in the Political
Science Offices, Business Tower. room 450.
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Irecently saw a copy of Ampersand dated
January/February Volume V. No, 4, 192. It is
unavailable in any stores in my city. I was Ak
wondering if it would he passible for me to 11,
order this issue.
Mary Wilcox
Mu Claire, W/
We bate alas, many such complaints; we are di>
tributed within, and only within. college newspapers No newsaands But back issues can be
ordered, $1.50 per issue, or 1.sru can avoid any
future problems by subscribing. Cosa six :thole
dollars per year (send check and address infor
,nation to Ampersand Subscriptions, 1680 North
Vine. Suite 900, Hollywood (:4 90028).

DWANA MCINTOSH

the ripe old age of twenty-four I am about
Atto do something I have never done before
write a fan letter. As I sat half asleep and
Corporate
bored to tears in my Federal Jurisdiction class last
Friday, I happened to spy a copy of Ampersand
JEFF DICKEY
(January/February ’82). The cover alone was
JENNIFER OwENs
1680 North Vine, Ste. 900 enough to snap me out of my boredom and the
on Timothy Hutton was
enough to
article
Hollywood, CA 90028
bring me hack to life.
(213) 462-7175
Russell Harris, Fan

Public Relations MICHAEL GERSHMAN
T.EI8,11raP14V
Advertising Offices
National Director
West Coast Sales

COMPOSMON TYPE, INC.

East Coast
Send letters to In One Ear, 1680 North Vine,
Marketing Director LARRY SMUCIU.ER
State 900, Hollywood, CA 90028.
Sales Manager HOWARD K. JACOBY
134 Lexington Ave.,
Third Floor
New York, NY 10016
(212) 696-0994
Consuming Mass Quantities
Midwest Toms’, KitErrmAN Assoc.
TN ME WAKE of irrepressible funster john Be
Marketing Director RAY ToitiN
lushi’s death from a synergistic mix of heroin
Sales Manager MAUREF.N RILEY
and cocaine come these two coke-laced reports
4753 North Broadway
from
a recent LA. Times edition. First, actor Lou
Chicago, IL 60640
Gossett (you loved him in Roots) and girlfriend
(312) 561-9334
Honey Rufner were recently arrested for, among
'1982 Alan Weston Publishing, Inc, 16W) North Vine, other things, giving her two children and his
seven -year-old son drugs. It’s called "Child EnSuite 900. Hollywood. tA 90028. All rights reserved Let.
ters become the pnipcny of the publisher and may he
dangerment- in these parts. Detectives found
edited Publisher assumes no responsibility for mist>
cocaine and freebasing equipment in Gossett’s
licited manuscripts Published six times during the
home. Freebasing is a highly volatile method for
school year Annual subscription rate ts s6.00. To order
baby laxative and
cooking out the impurities
subscriptions or nonh change of address. write MOW,
dealers routinely mix
worse that greedhead
sand. 1680 North Vine. sir’ WX) tiollvw, std. CA 90028.
into cocaine. Freebasing also cooked out most ot
comedian Richard Pryor’s epidermis between
phallus and adam’s apple a few months back. and
helped Pryor cut his time in the 100-yard dash to
practically nothing.
Second, corpulent Beach Boy Brian Wilson
whose apparently permanent drug-induced
psychosis has been public knowledge for tears
has reportedly resumed cocaine consumption
FPATURES
with the help of his brother Dennis. The new,
Joe Ely
came hi light because of a Santa Monica coun
Texans Rocker Rips It Up
action. Dennis Wilson and Stan Love, former col
legiate All-American and Los Angeles takers has
Ampersand Summer M. ivie &
ketball player, agreed recently via a mutual re
Music Guide
What it says
straining order not to "harass, molest, threaten or
strike" each other.
Midnight Movies
Love, a first cousin to the Wilson It,
Weird Cult Elicla F6, by Night
had spent the mid-Seventies as a Son it:
George Carlin
coach to Brian Wilson, trying to cure the’"
This Foote Is No Fool
highly creative singer/songwriter’s bouts with d
DErmnfENTs
spondency and hinges with drugs through a
exercise program and strict supervision she.
In OneEar
apparently, was abandoned some time agol
letters
alleges that representatives of Brian Wilson,
& Out the Other
luding Wilson’s business manager, told him th
Netts & Rumor
the Dennisto-Brian cocaine cotineetion had rt
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enjoyment all your own. If you want nothinF, to interfere, choose TDK. TDK cassettes make music live.
With a performance as full and vibrant as the original.
In its special way TDK does more than record.
It recreates. Music is magic.
Don’t lose any of it, now that
you know where it lives.
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In Print
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COVER

Comedian George Carlin drme to Ladi
oat Jam- ’s studio in dorermeen los
Angeles Carlin has no l’etzr

New Contributors
CAltYLE 1)ARLING (huh* Hancock. ha
17111. (idmore photo) teaches photowaphy and
graphic., in the Journalism 1)epartment at the
University of Texas at AusUn His credits ins hide
Polling Stone, the Washington Poe, Popular
Photography and Modem Pbotogrupht Climb
mg an Ampersand assignment was a nowt
"seer thrill hut, nen Darling, "I wun’t give up
my day Oh yet’
(tic
GRAHAM (In Print/ lives in San Newt
and signs his letters with impressive calligraphic
’wishes
MIKAL TOokttis (In )Sw) had (triter write hi
soon arid tell us where to send the rhea
I It
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Dennis Wilson his brother’s dealer’
cently grown to $10,000 worth of nose candy in a
two-month span. Love and companion Rushton
Pamplin went out to "confront" Dennis Wilson
about the matter. Their meeting was short on
good vibrations. The Beach Boy drummer was
chased through his own house, Love whaling the
beteezus out of him all the while with fists, feet
and a telephone, meanwhile smashing windows
and furniture. Fortunately, a majority of the blows
landed on Wilson’s head, an object that’s been of
no use for several years.
Richard Pryor has spun his burning flesh experiences into some four minutes of stand-up
comedy. Dennis Wilson lives in "constant fear of
further attack." Lou Gossett is free on $2,500 bail
after just one night in the stammer. John Belushi
is finally off drugs... may he rest in peace.

On the Road Again?
BE semi -definite: The Rolling
APPEARS
ITStones willTOtour
Europe this summer, somewhere between May and July. According to the
Stones’ Los Angeles publicity firm, the group was
recently discussing the possibility of this tour
while working on a film of last year’s American
tour and a live album of same (with any luck,
both should be out this fall).

Beatty Sued Again
ARREN BEAM’ has been slapped

with his
W second screenwriting lawsuit (the first, for
Shampoo, which he co-wrote with Robert Towne,
was ultimately reversed in the appellate court, to
Beatty’s relief). This time William M. Greene and
Helen Smith have filed a $20 million lawsuit,
claiming Beatty reneged on their contract and
paid only $250 for rights to their unpublished
book Louise Bryant. Biography of a Radical
(Bryant was played by Diane Keaton in the film
Reds). Greene also claims Beatty took advantage
of his naivete and his research.

Between the Lines
MORRISON Will he hack in
THE tan ROCK STAR JIMFrank
Lisciandro, photo-

bookstores soon:
grapher, filmmaker (he edited the Doors film
Feast of Friends) and once a friend to Morrison,
has published An flourfror Magic (Delilah Books.
$9.95). Lisciandro told Ampersand that the book
contains 130 photos of Morrison taken by him,
"Ninety-nine point nine per cent of them never
published before.- The text, 30,000 words of it,
was written by Lisciandro (who now lives in
Santa Barbara), except for ten Morrison poems
which the singer’s estate allowed Lisciandro to
publish. Lisciandro, who worked with Morrison
on film protects when he wasn’t taking pictures,
claims his book was wrinen partly as an effort to
dispel the nasty image Milrrison suffered in the
book No One Here Gets out Alive (by Jerry Hopkins and Danny Sugarman). "It’s mainly my personal kinds of experiences with Jim," Lisciandro
said. "I tried to show Jim leaning toward poetry
and philosophy and filmmaking ... everything I
wrote was something I experienced first hand."

FRANK HERBERT,

author of the assorted thane
books just signed a contract with Putnam for
Dune 5 (title to he changed) for the tidy sum of
-$1.5 million. Not such a had deal for Putnam,

considering that the five Dune books (most recent, God Emperor of Dune, a best seller) have
sold 7.5 million copies in the U.S. alone. As for
the alleged film version of Dune ... it still simmers away. As of February, screenwriters on the
case were David Lynch, Christopher DeVore and
Eric Bergren, with Lynch (Elephant Man,
Eraserbead) to direct Producer will be Dino de
Laurentiis.
NLESS Yuan man CELEBRMES threaten full exposure on the printed page. Richard Harris’
is titled Those Who Did and Those Who Didn’t.
French film director Roger Vadim is writing a
novel, not a memoir, titled The Hungry Angel, in
which two female characters are said to resemble
his ex-wives Jane Fonda and Brigitte Bardot And
Tony Toon, once Rod Stewart’s manager (fired by
Rod 8 years ago) promises to reveal more of the
rock star’s intimate secrets when his memoir is
published. Are there any secrets still unrevealed,
after True Britt of a few years back?

Say Goodbye
will return for one more year, and
then finito. The producers announced that
the last show will be a two-hour special in which
the war is ended and all the characters prepare to
go home.

MAUL

BARNEY MILLER

will not even return for one
.1./ more year; its final episode will air April 24,
with the precinct being closed down.

Lotsa Movie Stuff
A PPAREMILY UNAWARE of the sagging

economy,
A Hollywood plans to make dozens of movies
of cutyear
a
half
after
months
in the next few
backs, slowdowns and reductions which left most
of the guilds and industry suppliers reeling and
hungry. Supposedly we have the following to anticipate in the next year (or two):
Brooke Shields will not frolic in a lagoon,
but she will disport herself in the sand when
she stars in Sahara, based on a 1928 auto race
across the title desert ... Mike’s Murder will star
Debra Winger (late of Cannery Row), to be directed by Jim Bridges, who discovered Winger
Susan Sarandon and Richfor (’than Cou’bov
ard Dreyfus.: will star in Buddy System, in which
they portray a court stenographer and a security
guard brought together by her 11-year-old son.
Chuck Berry plays himself in the class reunion
scene for National lampoon’s Class Reunion
Faye Dunaway, Alan Bates and John Gielgud star
in The Wicked lady, to be directed by Michael
(Death Wish II) Winner ... Burt Reynolds will
first star in Best Friends with Goldie Hawn, then
segue quickly into Bogart Slept Here, which was
originally written by Neil Simon as a kind of
sequel to The Goodbye Girl, and was to have starred Robert DeNiro, to have been directed by
Mike Nichols. Now Reynolds himself will direct
Richard Pryor will co-star in Superman Ill.
then co-star with Dreyfu.ss in Ain’t No Heroes,
then assume the title role in Malcolm X, a biopic
of the late Black Muslim leader ... Greys/dee,
based on Edgar Rice Burroughs’ tales of Tarzan’s
early life, will be made by producer David
Puttnam and director Hugh Hudson (the team
that brought us Chariots of Fire); Greystoke was
originally in the hands and slow typewriter of
Robert (Personal Best) Towne... Olivia Newton John will star in Swing, a contemporary musical
... Scott Spencer, who wrote the novel Endless
Love, has finished an original script called Rapture ... Joe E.szterhas, former Rolling Stone edi
tor who wrote FIST (starring Sylvester Stallone).
now has Pluck the Eagle (a comedy) and City
Hall (not a comedy) poised for production..
Dincroa JOHN LANDIS (American Werewolf in
London, most recently) is currently working
on Whereabouts ("That’s not the title, hut we
don’t have a title yet"), after which he’ll do "a
secret" protect with Steven Speilberg and two
other OS yet unchosen filmmakers ("we’ll he con.
tributing in an unusual manner," Landis said, re
vealing nothing) and the oft -mentioned Dick
7tacy Waldo Salt has been assigned the task of
writing the screenplay for Landis’ future version
of Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court.

The Results Are In
LAST DECEMBER’S At/WM.4W included

a
Readers’ Movie Poll, and here,
after
many hours of tedious
tabulation, are the
results: Tbe Top Ten Actors,
according to
the more than 1500 replies,
were (in descending order) Harrison
Ford, Dustin
Hoffman, Dudley Moore, Robert
Burt Reynolds, Robert Redford DeNiro,
and Alan
Alda (a tie), Richard
Dreyfuss, Clint
Eastwood and Timothy Hutton.
Favorite
Actress: Jane Fonda, Meryl
Streep, Goldie
Hawn, Katherine Hepburn,
Sally Field,
Barbra Streisand, Marsha
Mason, Diane
Keaton, Faye Dunaway and
Sissy Spacek.
Favorite Films: Raiders of the
last
Ordinary People, Arthur, The French Ark,
Lieutenant’s Woman, Body Heat, The
Empire
Strikes Back, Stripes, Time
Bandies, Superman II and Four Seasons
Readers also
proclaimed their favorite kinds
of films
Comedy was by far the favorite,
followed
not very closely by Adventure,
Suspense,
Science Fiction, Real Life,
Romantic, Horror, Foreign, Animation and
last (to our
chagrin), Western.

tilk %AKE ol the undeserved disaster it One
from the Heart, Francis Coppola is licking his
The
wounds and preparing for his next film
Outsiders, to film in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Based on
the novel by S. E. Hinton, The Outsiders concerns
three brothers who try to keep their family together after their parents die. No cast has yet
been announced.

IN

T-Bone on a Platter
by storm,"
THIS ma we’re taking Tin.seltown
cracks T-Bone Burnett. Though the wry Texmade
Decay,
Truth
album,
Chrysalis
1980
an’s
critical Ten Best lists right and left, it sold preci.
ous few copies. An ex-sideman for Dylan, Burnett
IN working out in LA’s smaller clubs until the release of a new album on Warner Bros. The title
track, Diamonds Are a Girls Best Friend, a Cole
Porter gem associated with the Fifties MartIvn

THEN

Monroe/Jane Russell film Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes, gets a laconic folk-rock treatment which
produces an unexpected sex-change. Instead of a
witty, urbane bit of drollery, the song becomes a
sort of parable of temptation that’s oddly funny.
At a recent Hop Singh show, Warren Zevon
climbed onstage. Two nights later at the Cafe Bla
Bla. without the aid of celebrity guests, Burnett
reached into the funnier side of his song bag until neary three a.m. "Well I’ve never been to
an school," went one lyric, "But I kinds like
Picasso/All his women look Egyptian/But then
what the hell do I know?"

Wodsome Twosome
STAR Tim Hutton been greeting

rel. veille with insipid songstress Nicolette Larson? They’ve been spotted keeping cuddly company. Larson embittered Neil Young a couple of
years back when, after the conclusion of their affair, she ran a lightweight rendition of his tune,
"A Lona Love," to a high spot on the charts. Maybe
she’ll remake the Hutton vehicle, Ordinary
People, as Ordinary Voice

HAS

TAPS

Rolling Stone Rumbles
LONG11ME RECORD REVIEW editor Paul Nelson has

reportedly left his post at Rolling Stone over a
battle with publisher Jann Wenner. New policy
for the section is said to be: one lead review and
the rest no more than 32 lines long; no use of
simile or metaphor (don’t want to confuse those
sophisticated Stone readers); and absolutely no
new wave records unless they have "Top Ten
sales potential."

Pssssst!!!! Want to Buy a Filthy
Disc?
VIDEO DISC MACHINES aren’t doing nearly as well

as video tapes in the marketplace; one reason for the lag behind video tape is Japan’s board

1ALBUM

visAge the Anvi
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ON
of censors. Most video disc pressing is
done in Japan (Japanese pressing
plants are like hospitals. Their American equivalents are generally more
like slaughterhouses). Officials in the
Land of the Rising Sun have refused to
allow even such non-sexy fare as First
Morscan, in October, Serpico and Escape from Alcatraz to be made. No
such problem for tapes, which can be
more crudely manufactured it’s es
timated that half of all pre-recorded
video tapes sold are pornographic. Or
as Zippy the Pinhead likes to say, por
nograbbic Pioneer is about to start
pressing videodiscs at a plant in Carson, California, so America can soon
choose whether to catch Debbie Does
18111as on platter or cassette.

The Tube
T1* PAPER CHASE. which re-ran nicely

on PBS last year, will reappear
on Showtime Once again, we’re being
promised new episodes. We won’t
hold our breath, but we’ll be eternally
grateful.
AFOUR 1101 R MINI series of bilk
Gloria. Happy at tact will appear

on NBC starring Bette Davis as Alice
Gwynne Vanderbilt and Angela
Lansbury as Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, grandmother and aunt of Gloria
(now the jeans queen), who fought for
custody of the little girl back in the
Thirties.

Action Flicks

Conan the Barbarian
caning Arnold Schwarzenemer, Sandab! Bergman, James Earl Jones; uritten by John Maims and Oliver Stone,
directed by Millets

is still promising to reWind and the lion, also written
to the screen as James Bond The
and directed by John Milius, is one
(and about time; whom does Roger
of my all-time favorite romantic advenMoore think he’s kidding?) in
tures: when Sean Conners lifts Candice
Warhead; an original script, it will
Bergen onto his horse and rides off
nevertheless hew closely to the origiwith her, after vanquishing the
nal Fleming character.
threatening horde .. heartstopping.
ROAD IS’ARRIOR (see Summer
There aren’t many such images to fire
THE
Movie Guide this issue) (urns out female (or male) fantasies these days.
And there are none in Conan
to be the sequel to Mad Max, directed
Schwarzenemer looks perfect as the
by Australian George Miller The first
of the two was said by some to be so pulp heroic Sumerian hulk he handles a sword with authority and his ocaction-packed "It made Raiders of the
Log Ark look like an Ingmar Bergman casional sly smile betrays an intelligence behind the muscle), hut there is
film.- This gave rise to the rumor that
no sense of the mythic about him, no
Miller will direct Raiders 11 (he won’t;
Spielberg claims he’ll do it), and to the suggestion of the fantastic. Even less
unconfirmed rumor that Connery about the others. Jones, as the evil
wants Miller to direct the above- Thulsa Doom, just stares into the camera intently, while Bergman I a nimble
inentioned Warhead
FAN CONNERY

S turn

SCREEN

sword wielder herself) has a startling
American accent and vernacular. Sighing seems real, but there is no sense of
otherworldliness either. The elaborate
temples look phony, the battles are
unconvincing (swords miss by inches),
and the zillions of Doom’s followers
seem to pop out of the earth, existing
on nothing in the middle of nowhere
lust like the fancy defenses Conan
constructs while waiting (a very long
time) for Doom’s army. Where did he
get all those sticks, when there were
no trees for miles? I I know its a fantasy, but even Walt Disney would have
given us a crumb to nibble, like "the
wind brought us the sticks." or something equally silly but logical. I don’t
ask for much, hut I do expect lip servki,gceict)o logic, however bizarre the
It’s not that Conan is a waste of
time; it’s good, mindless, violent fun
hut it has no challenge, no mystery. I
expected Milius to give us at least two
dimensions. Perhaps hell do better
with the promised sequel.
Judith Sims

is Paris, 1935. You can tell this beIt
cause the shops and cafes have
French names and the actors speak Ze
English with ze French accent. Victoria
a hard luck case who hasn’t had a
decent meal in days and who can’t get
a job iii a cabaret even though she
happens to sing exactly like Julie Andrews finally lands employment in
the guise of Victor, a Polish count
whom everybody believes to be a
female impersonator. Since Parisians
and especially gay Parisians
are
very big on transvestites who sing like
Julie Andrew’s and who look like Julie
Andrews with a boys haircut, Victor
soon becomes the toast of the town.
Victor/Victoria’s meteoric rise to
fame and fortune comes at the hand of
several remarkably implausible coin
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starring Julie Andreas, James Garner
and Robert Pmston, written by Blake
Eduards, produced hs Edwards and
Tony Adams, directed by Edu attic.
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MAKE FUN LESS WORK.
If you don’t like the song the Pioneer SK-600
Personal Stereo is playing, no problem. With new
Music Search your Pioneer will search, either forward
or backward, stopping and playing at the beginning

of a song so you can find the exact one you want.
And unlike other stereos, you can switch from
tape to radio or from radio to tape with the push of
a single button.
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cidences: a chance encounter with a
cockroach, a sudden rainstorm that
shrinks Victoria’s clothing half its size
and the sudden brainstorm of a gay
Good Samaritan named Toddy who
happens to look and sing exactly fike
Robert Preston.
So enter King Marchan, a Chicago
club owner/gangster-type who happens to look exactly like James Garner
with a Clark Gable moustache. Of
course, he falls head over heels for
Victor/Victoria and is convinced that
she’s really a woman because there’s
no war he could fall in love with another (gulp) guy.
If all this sounds incredibly stupid, it
is. Based on a 1933 German movie, Viktor and V’iktoria, Blake Edwards’ remake is an embarrassment. Even Edwards flair for visual comedy, which
he worked to near mastery with Peter
Sellers in the Pink Panther films, is
here almost nonexistent.
If your idea of a good time is to Itsten to an endless succession of very
polite but not terribly amusing jokes
about homosexuals and to watch
countless table-throwing, cake-in-the-

face restaurant melees, then hurry off
to see Victor/Victoria.
Skwen X. Rea

Cat People
starring Nastassia Kinski, Malcolm
McDowell and John Heard, written
by Alan Ormsby; directed by Paul
Nchrader
I n 1942, Val Lewton, a producer with
very little money and a great deal of
imagination, made Cat People, a B
movie that has since gone on to cult
status. Now Cat People is a remake, a
costly remake, full of costly mistakes.
While it’s far more psychologically
complex than its inspiration, this update defeats itself at every turn with
muddled writing, pretentious direction
and ludicrous plotting.
Director Paul Schrader (writer of
Taxi Driver and The laituza and director of American Gigolo) ought to
have been perfectly suited to the material. By his own admission he’s Fairly
obsessed by Big Themes: God, moral -

ity guilt, sex. Cat People is awash in
notions of beast and man, salvation
and lust, sex and animalism, but the
movie doesn’t so much grapple with
these themes as paw through them.
The setting Ls New Orleans, and Nastassia Kinski plays an exotic young
woman who is reunited after many
years with her preacher brother
(McDowell). Things are pretty weird
right off, but Kinski doesn’t seem concerned, not even after McDowell disappears for days on end without explanation. Kinski jest trots off on a tour
of the city. Naturally she’s drawn to the
zoo, and naturally she’s drawn to the
zoologist played by John Heard.
But love or sex isn’t for McDowell
and Kin.ski. It turns them into eats who
must kill to become human again. In a
ridiculous dream sequence that opens
the movie, designed by Ferdinand,’
Scarfiotti (Schrader’s collaborator on
American Gigolo), we learn more than
we ever wanted to know about the
special relationship between leopards
and humans.
Cat People has some startling images and an ending that’s as haunting
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stubborn Herbie Tucker who can’t
have relationships, and would rather
gamble his money at the races than his
ideas at the studio. And Ann-Margret
has big breasts.
Together, father and daughter fight
and joke (he gruff, stubborn; she
bright, irresistible) until he cries, she
cries, they hug. Marsha Mason, I mean
Ann-Margret, interrupts the feisty yet
loving relationship by begging dumpy,
grumpy Richard Dreyfuss, 1 me-an Walter Matthau, to make a commitment.
Simon’s spontaneous repartee is not
so spontaneous.
The formula works as most formulas
do, but one becomes resistant to the
coldness of this Broadway-put-on -film
starring Dinah Manoff,
cardboard cutout. As a small film. /
Matthau, Ann -Margret: directed ht
Ougtha Be in Pictures could have been
Herber? Row written by Neil Simon
wonderfulit has nice visual tone and
talented acting, but every nice scene
Nell Simon does it again. And again. has to end with a punchline. as if once
And again. And again. Dinah the film gets good, we might forget
Manoif plays Libby Tucker, a bright who wrote it.
Who ought to be in pictures? I don’t
and irresistible teenager who travels,
all the way from New York to Los know. I only know who ought not to
Angeles to visit the man she hates be.
Jody Eve Grant
most: Walter Matthau as gruff and

as any in a horror film, but Schrader
subverts the power of his material with
bad storytelling. Ultimately horror
films have to play into our dreams, and
although Schrader’s come up with
three or four strong moments, he can’t
sustain the illusions.
The movie is also very bloody and
contains some misguided special effects that seem left over from An Austria-in Werewolf in London. Cat People
has been sadly declawed.
Jacoba Atlas

Oughta Be in Pictures
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With Pioneer Personal Stereos you and your
fingers don’t have to stand there pushing button
iptfter button.
You can all go off and have fun.

\ Inc., P.O. Box 1540, Long Beach, CA 901-4)1.
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Joe Ely: The New
Pride of Lubbock
BY PAUL CULLUM
"We like this kind of music. Jazz is
strictly for the stay.at-iromes."
Rudd, I lo

-Hot dog I like it a lot!"
,n4;ky yellow evening outside,
.i[ m. and the Joe Ely band is
onstage at some Lone Star dancehall,
tuning up. John Lennon’s just been
shot a couple of nights ago, and the
crowd’s milling around, not much
spirit for the night ahead. Ely, a high
school dropout from Lubbock with a
passel of 5-star albums to his credit,
hasn’t looked at the crowd yet
So the band seems ready, and Joe
faces the mike now, serious. "Yall
heard the news?" And the crowd as
one man thinks. "Great. Whole
world’s falling apart. What next?" ...
when Joe slams rhetorically into a Roy
Brown standard: "Ya heard the
news?/There’s good rockin’ to-night"
Which sets off not just the catharsis,
but elation bordering on gratitude.
Or the time at Gruene Hall ("Texas’
Oldest Dance Hall") when the sheriff
came out after 2 am, to shut them
down and Jesse Taylor, the bearlike
guitarist, poured a beer in his hat
(forcing them to dive into the crowd
to have an escape). Or London at the
Venue, when Ely and Butch Hancock
were nut after the show howling at the
moon, and the bouncers tried to chase
them down and kill them (forcing
them to hide in a Dempsey Dumpster
until a safe car could come around).
Joe Ely in concert is like no other
hint charging and careening, flailing
about, falling into the drums or climbIt

ing up on the peeana. He has more
fun onstage than a white person has a
right to.
rishere’s lots of places we could meet,
1 I’m thinking The Alamo Hotel, the
sparkling and virulent Thirties
brownstone where LBJ’s brother dc.
cayed from cancer. The base of the
Texas Tower count the sniper’s bulletholes out on the concrete mall.
Some chili parlor or domino hall with
a sense of history. Any old icon.
"Tell ya what." Ely speaking with
that same goofy deadpan in his drawl
"you bring your tape recorder and
meet me at the Austin Bowl.O.Rama."
Warr up in mired league competition, we got Hall’s Package Stores is.
the Lane Tamers on Lane 2, and
Fdgebrook Texaco is the Hair Flair
on lane 22 Parents, please keep those
,youngsters qf the end lanes, we bate a
tournament going on down there"
"Yknow," he’s studying the orange
headpin now on the lane just in front
of us, "there’s some real good sauce
you can get at Tom Thumb grocery
stores. It’s called Cox’s Texas Hot
Sauce, and it comes in a mayonnaise
jar, from Dangerfield, Texas. You try it
inlet ime it’s delicious.’’
Master of non sequitur. Joe is dressed in a vintage British tweed jacket,
black corduroy shirt and pants, wingtipped ostrich or something hoots, silk
scarf, and a blood-red bolo tie with
tiny toy gun clasp. That and the neorockabilly chopped pompadour
clump-swirl coiffure (compliments
Yardley English Lavender). For a Lubbock boy who used to play for nothing
but Rebel Tractor drivers, he looks to
be out of place in any culture he could
claim,
Joe Ely was born in 1947 in
Amarillo, Texas. His father
worked for the railroad, as
had his grandfather, so they
shifted from Amarillo to
Fort Worth, Houston,
San Antonio and then
Lubbock. He played
hooky from high
school, tried out
amps and guitars in
downtown
the
stores, eventually
starting to work in
local clubs. Over
the past ten years
or so he’s gone
from being just
another Texas
secret to opening for the

Rolling Stones and touring with the diverse likes of Merle Haggard, Carl Perkins, Tom Petty and the Kinks, acting
as Clash clown and Linda Ronstack’s
next trend to ride ("Honky Tonk Masquerade" on her next LP), at long last
putting two albums on the Billboard
charts (Musla Volta Gotta Jolla and
Live Shots), and bringing country music
into the Twentieth Century.
Peter Guralnick called Ely’s work
"some of the hardest-hitting music of
the decade" in Country Music magazine. adding, "It has all the intensity,
the singleminded drive, conviction and
explosive originality of first generation
rock ’n roll." Rolling Stone found Ely’s
albums "Full of poignancy, insight and
affection for the Southwest and its
people." The LA. Times tagged him
"... the most impressive male singer to
enter country music in the ’70s."
Twentieth C,entury.Fox approached Ely
to star in Not Fade Away, a planned
film biography of Buddy Holly that
never got made. (Ironically, Gary
the star of The Buddy
Busey later
Holly Story was to have played the
part of Holly’s drummer.) Chuck Berry
caught a 1978 Ely set in St. Louis and,
after midnight, jumped onstage to join
the hand on lambalaya" and "Mountain Dew."
The corners in.between were
packed up with a lot of his term, "colorful misery." He slept on the beach in
Venice, California with a Fender Super
Reverb amplifier for a pillow, rode a
lot of rails ("The Rock Island Express
out of Amarillo, up east to watch the
leaves turn"), played the subway cir.
cult in NYC, and slept on the Staten Island Ferry. He zigzagged around in the
entrails of the continent, working as a
fruitpicker, dishwasher, feeding the
llamas and the world’s smallest horse
for Ringling Bros., sopping up the
scenery in places like Louisiana, Ar%camas, New Mexico, Old Mexico, Colorado all those Texas outlands he’s
been made responsible for.
"I helped build Angel Fire Ski Run
up in Eagle’s Nest Drove a concrete
truck up and down that mountain, like
to scare me to death. I was unloading
hunnerd-pound sacks of concrete and
they asked could anybody drive a
truck, so I said ’sure,’ anything to get
out of loading concrete." And could he
drive a truck? "No, course not. But,
y’know you learn real fast, a-hurtling
down the side of a mountain with
about two tons of concrete right he.
hind you."
Ely came into American radio
through the backdoor of the English

Joe Ely Hardbuting, fun-loring
Texas rocker Above, Butch Hancock
and Jimmie Gilmore Head of the Balladeer Class

Gilmore Jr Hancock:
The Minds
Behind the Songs
A lot ot the bands who come through
Austin, from I.1.2 to the Stray Cats, believe all those stories Joe Ely tells over
chicken wire across the
in England
stages to protect the bands, people
shooting off guns inside of bars. So invariably, they get depressed by all the
fern bars, gentrificaredevelopment
tion, ossification, cartilage to bone, the
spread of mellow capitalism up Sixth
Street like a pastel disease.
DENNIS CAILYI_E DARLINo
After that, they generally like what
Fabulous T. "Boxcars," "Fools Fall in Love,- Wish’
The
find:
they
in’ for You,- "She Never Spoke
Birds/Cobras/Stevie Ray Vaughan
blues confluence. The Huns/Re. Spanish to Me" ("All her favorite poets
Cords/Norvells new wave exes nexus. said/Spanish is the loving tongue..")
over and over again. Perhaps his
And the Emmajoe’s aggregation.
Emmajoes is the socialist roadhouse most accessible songs show up on the
albums, those on his own being
Ely
Emma
and
(named after Joe Hill
Goldman) which is local home to the more private, more mystical. But there
people like are gems like "Dominos" or "Own and
modern country crowd
Townes Van Zandt, Lucinda, Rank and Own," about Texas’ rural to urban shift
West and things lost to progress, or the balpremier
Oils,
File (formerly the
lad "Mario y Maria" (subtitled "Cryin’
Coast punk outfit), Butch Hancock and
Statues and Spittin’ Images") which are
Jimmie Gilmore.
Hancock and Gilmore are always shared between an audience of maybe
mentioned in tandem, probably a dis- 5000 people.
Hancock has five albums West
service, since both go back to the Flatlanders. the Lubbock band circa 1970 Texas Waltzes and Dual-Blown Tracthat they formed with running buddy tor Tunes, The Wind’s Dominion
Joe Ely. The Flatlanders’ one album is (double), Diann’ old Hill, and two new
live collections, 1981: A Spare Odyssey.
finally on Charley Records as a British
import. Together they have written and Firewater (Seeks Its Own Lova ap
over a third of the songs on Ely’s al- with Jimmie Gilmore. If he lived in Los
Angeles and hustled the duns on the
bums.
Strip for five years, he would be faJimmie Gilmore is responsible for
"Treat Me Like a Saturday Night," "To- mous in more places than just Texas
night I think I’m Gonna Go and Italy (where they love him) But
Downtown," and "Dallas," three bal- that would probably kill whatever it is
lads of subtle clarity. They speak of that makes him Butch Hancock. Hanloneliness and grey light, and the high cock is also a practicing architect,
gentle whistle of the Lubbock winds. makes video documentaries, once won
Technically, it was Jimme Dale and the an argument with the Soviet ambassador over Afghanistan, and built the
Flatlanders.
bar at Emmajoe’s. But those are other
Butch Hancock, on another hand, is
the best songwriter in America. This is stories.
not hyperbole. In the folk poet tradi
tion, singer-songwriter, one man/one
Hancodis albums are aura/able for $700
guitar, Hancock is the best there is from Drawer 810, Clarendon 7X 79226

press. Much has been made of his
adoption by the Clash, their English
tour, the oxymoron of that alliance.
But if the new wave was ever about
anything, it was about structural integrity purity of essence, reconnecting
to roots of form.
"The first couple of Clash shows we
did in England were really hilarious,
the first time we were confronted with
what would be a normal Clash crowd,
Yknow? Especially places they’d grown
up, like Camden Town, were really
rowdy crowds. They’d he throwing
stuff, and we’d throw back buckets full
of ice. To me it felt about like a Saturday night in Austin. That was the London Calling tour,
and Joe’s Live Shots LP was almost
named Lubbock Calling Stateside, the
Clash wanted Joe to open their Texas
dates, and he ended up signing on for
the rest of the American tour. (It’s
probably instructive to remember that
the Sex Pistols said their San Antonio
audience was the only one to respond
with violence in kind. Two thousand
people in a concrete skate palace, guys
with shaved heads and safety pins in
their scalp, and this big cowboy saying,
"If yall’d just move about a c--t hair
closer, we could get some more
people in here.")
"The Clash were playing Houston,
Austin and Dallas on their swing
through Texas, and they had a couple
of days before they had to go out west,
.so I talked ’ern into playing Lubbock
They scared everybody there, it was
great. Then they wanted to see the

sights of Lubbock. Yknow, there just
aren’t too many sights in Lubbock. So I
showed ’em Prairie Dog Town, the
high school where Buddy Holly
played, that’s just about it. We ended
up getting some six-packs and spending the night out at Buddy Holly’s
Lubbock was where Ely came of age.
where he took guitar lessons from
Buddy Holly’s old guitar teacher,
where at age 11 he saw Jerry Lee Lewis O
outside of Pontiac House. ("There was
Jerry Lee on a flatbed truck, wind
blowing, dust everywhere ...") It’s
where he says he learned to shoot
pool. (He played a friend’s wedding
last year and took some Aspen developer types for about five hundred dollars.) It’s where he lived through his
first three LPs (foe E60, Hanky Took
Masquerade and DOU71 on the Drag)
The 6th LP, the one he’s fast at work
on at his lakehouse outside Austin,
could well be the one to finally force
him out of this cult ghetto he’s been
reposing in the last four years. Another
Linda Ronstadt LA-country album IS J
small enough price to pay.
"Bowlers, I’d like to remind you of
the Diamond Jubilee next week, sell
be having one shift and one shift only
and that will be the 8-00 shift Also.
there trill be a deaf tournament hen,
It’s gonna be real quiet."
"He say ’Death Tournament’?"
"I think he said ’deaf tournament "
"Oh, good
Least we won’t have
to hear all this racket."
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If you think "dropouts" lead
to street gangs,
you’re not ready for Memorex.
What dropouts can do to
cassette recordings is criminal.
Dropouts are the annoying
moments of signal loss that steal
the clarity and the lifefrom
your music.
So every part of a Memorex
cassette tape is specially engineered to help eliminate
dropouts.
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lIUtS are annoying

We developed an extraordinary binding process called
Permapass’" to protect against
dropouts caused by oxide wearoff. Permapass locks each oxide
particle, each musical detail,
onto the tape. For true sound

reproduction play after play, even
after 1000 plays.
Our tape transport mechanism
is tooled to such precise tolerances,it virtually eliminates signal
loss caused by tape-tracking error.
And to prevent those dropouts
caused by dust,
fingerprints and
other mishandling of the inside, we reinvented the outside: a unique
fumble-free album
that accepts the
cassette upside
down or right side up.
So don’t risk your
good music to a
bunch of dropouts.
Record on
Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II,
METAL IV or normal bias MRX I.
Each gives you true sound repro-

galMemont. Cotootation Santa Oar. Caletanta 95052 USA

duction even after 1000 plays.
In fact, a Memorex cassette will
always deliver true sound reproduction, or we’ll replace it. Free.
To settle fnr anything less would
be a crimE,

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: M IT LIVE, OR M IT

MEMOREX
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4TH 6Z,,:-NUAL
STAR TREK: THE
VENGEANCE OF KHAN is
not, were told, a sequel to Star
Trek, but a whole new episode,
"different in every way,- with more
emphasis on characters. Ricardo
Montalban recreates the villain
Khan, who appeared in a 1967
episode of the TV series. All the
familiar Enterprise crew return,
with a new addition: Lt. Saadik,
played by Kirstie Alley; she’s a
half-Vulcan cadet, with pointy
ears, just like you -know -who.
SIX PACK is that most dreaded
of genres, a heart-warming famib
picture. Seriously, folks, it stars
Kenny Rogers as a down -on -hi,
luck stock car driver and six
among whom Diane Lane is the
oldest, who insist that he adopt
them. Directed by Daniel Petrie,
who also made Fort Apache, The
Rroitx and Resurrection.

Shoot the Moon), gives us a "very
weird" rock & roll movie, starring
Boomtown Rats singer Bob Geldof
as a rock star burning out in a
hotel room, re-living his life. Includes about 15 minutes of Gerald
Scharf’s animation.

STRIKING BACK stars Patti
Evita Lupone, Tom Alien Skerritt
and Michael Sarrazin in a tale of a
young man’s crusade to restore his
old neighborhood to its former
dignity.
FIREFOX. The return of Clint
Eastwood, with a fancy futurist
airplane and international intrigue.
Actor Richard Benjamin turns director of MY FAVORITE
YEAR, starring Peter O’Toole as a
fading and besotted Fifties star
who must somehow be convincingly swashbuckling ... on live
television. Co-starring Jessica
Harper (from Pennies from Heaven
and Stardust Memories).
PINK FLOYD: THE WALL.
Just what you think it is. Director
Alan Parker (Midnight Express,

BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE
IN TEXAS finally makes it to the
screen, starring Burt Reynolds and
Dolly Parton, about which we can
say no more.
FAST TIMES AT RIDGEMONT HIGH, written by Rolling
Stone contributor Cameron Crowe,
details the ups and downs of California high schoolers. The key to
success? Working at at the right
fast food chain.

YOUNG DOCTORS IN LOVE:
a supposedly comic look at the
medical profession, starring Michael McKean (Lenny on Laverne
and Shirley), directed by L&S
creator Garry Marshall.
GREASE 2 is a sequel of sorts; it
takes place in the early Sixties and
stars Lorna Luft, Maxwell Caulfield, Adrian Zmed and Michelle
Pfeiffer (as well as Tab Hunter,
Connie Stevens and Eve Arden
from another era the real early
Sixties). Directed by choreographer
Patricia Birch, Grease 2 features lots
of tight pants, tight sweaters and
motorcycles.

SOUP FOR ONE is a contemporary comedy of a young man’s
search for his dream girl. It stars
Saul Rubinek, Marcia Strassman
and Gerrit Graham.

ROCKY III, according to those
few who’ve already seen it, is
much better than the first two.
They swear it is. In this one, Sylvester Stallone joins forces with
former rival boxer Carl Weathers in
order to beat a new villain. Talia
Shire is still the long-suffering
Mrs. Rocky.
DEAD MEN DON’T WEAR
PLAID (our favorite title tit the
year) stars Steve Martin and
Rachel Ward (from Sharky’s Machine) in a silly sendup of the detective genre. Directed by Carl
Reiner. who collaborated with Martin on The ierk.

POLTERGEIST directed by lobe
Texas Chain Saw Massacre Hooper,
produced by Steven Spielberg and
starring JoBeth Williams and Craig
T. Nelson, is allegedly very scary.
Poltergeists, as we all know, are
spirits famous for their noisy table
rappings and generally ghostly behavior.

Coyote. Written by Melissa Mathison, whose name has appeared in
gossip columns lately because she’s
living with Harrison Ford.

THE THING is director John
(Halloween, Escape from New York)
Carpenter’s remake of the sci fi
classic; this one stars Kurt Russell,
script by Bill Lancaster (Burt’s son,
who also wrote The Bad News
Bears) and special effects by Rob
Bottin.
E.T. THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL & HIS ADVENTURE
ON EARTH is Spielberg’s second
entry this summer (but his only
directorial effort, unless you count
the still -in -release Raiders of the
Lost Ark). This one involves a
young boy, Henry Thomas, and an
alien (created by the man who
made the rubber babies for Close
Encounters). Also stars Dee Wallace
(from The Howling) and Peter

I, THE JURY is the second version of Mickey Spillane’s Fifties
tough-guy classic, this time starring Armand Assante (from Private
Benjamin) as Mike Hammer.
Al Pacino, who appears in movies
all too seldom these days, stars in
AUTHOR, AUTHOR. He plays,
oddly enough, an author (a playwright, to be specific); Dyan Cannon is the leading lady in one of
his plays, Tuesday Weld is his
dippy wife.

gallery scene. "Probably ended up
on the cutting room floor," she
laments.

CONAN THE BARBARIAN,
written and directed by John Milus (who made one of the most
romantic films ever, The Wind and
the Lion), presents the mythic pulp
hero; Arnold Schwarzenegger is
Conan, dancer Sandahl Bergman is
suitably lovely and unclad, and the
sets and costumes look terrific. But
so did Excalthur’s.
THE ROAD WARRIOR (tentative title) is an Australian venture
starring Mel Gibson (the blond
hero of Gallipoli); it’s a science fiction look at the destruction of
urban society, no less.

THE PIRATE MOVIE stars
Kristy McNichol and Christopher
Atkins, has lots of B/w-Lamm -type
scenery, and mucho musicactually sung by the stars. Some of
the music is contemporary, some
of it is Gilbert 8r Sullivan, since
this is loosely based on The Pirates
of Penzance.

ANNIEthe huge version of
the Broadway hit, starring Aileen
Quinn as Little Orphan Annie, Albert Finney as Daddy Warbucks,
and dozens of other stars like
Carol Burnett. Directed by John
Huston.

ESCAPE ARTIST stars Ryan
O’Neal’s son Griffin, plus Teri
Garr, Raoul Julia and Joan Hackett;
it’s been finished for a long time,
was exec produced by Francis
Coppola and directed by Caleb
Deschanel.
Gilda Radner and Gene Wilder
star in HANKY PANKY, a
romantic comedy with international intrigue. (Oh, that again.)

MEGAFORCE. Director Hal
Needham, the perpetrator of all
those Burt Reynolds Smokey
gives us a blue-eyed superhero
(Barry Bostwick) and some improbable motorcycles that fly, fire machine gun bullets, lob grenades
and launch rockets. Persis Khambatta is also unbelievable, but at
least she’s pretty.

THINGS ARE TOUGH ALL
OVER: the latest Cheech &
Chong movie, this one allegedly
without extensive dope references.
RECKLESS (which may have a
title change) stars Kathleen Quinlan, Francis Sternhagen, David
Keith and Cliff De Young in a contemporary love story about a photographer and a car-racing enthusiast. But what’s really important about this film is that Jennifer
Owens, Ampersand’s West Coast
Sales Director, is an extra in an art

BLADE RUNNER. Another
chance for men to admire and
women to drool over Harrison
Ford, who plays a futuristic detective assigned to track down and
eliminate androidsrebellious
non -humans. Except that he falls
in love with one of them (portrayed by Sean Young). Rutger
llauer (a droolee in his own right)
also stars.
A MIDSUMMER’S NIGHT
SEX COMEDY is the latest from
Woody Allen, also starring Mary
steenbergen, Mia Farrow, Jose Ferrer and Tony Roberts, Summer in
the country with six characters in
assorted romantic and sexual
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IT’S ALL IN THE GAME (formerly titled Jinxed) stars Bette Midler and Ken Wahl; this is the illfated Las Vegas gambling/love
story, plagued with on -set personality conflicts between Midler and
director Don Siegel, among others.

14
15
17
18
21
23
24
25
27
28-29
30

Chicago, IL
Ames, 10
Minneapolis, MN
Milwaukee, WI
San Francisco, CA
Fresno, CA
Santa Cruz, CA
Stockton, CA
Santa Barbara, CA
Santa Monica, CA
San Diego, CA

BLACK SABBATH
May 4
Casper, WY
May 5
Pocatello, ID
May 6
Salt Lake City, UT
May 8
Denver, CO
May 9
Albuquerque, NM
May 11
Houston, TX
May 12
Dallas, TX
May 13
San Antonio, TX
May 17
New York, NY
May 18
Providence, RI
May 19
Wilkesbarre, PA
May 21
Rochester, NY
May 22
Syracuse, NY
Binghamton, NY
May 23
BOBBY "BLUE" BLAND
May 16
St. Petersburg, FL
CHICAGO
May 31

Ft. Pierre, FL

NIGHT SHIFT gives us Henry
Winkler and Michael Keaton as enterprising New Yorkers who stumble on a get -rich -quick scheme:
running a whorehouse. Directed
by Ron Happy Days Howard.

ASIA
May 1
May 2
May 3
May 5
May 6
May 10
May 12
May 13

Philadelphia, PA
New York, NY
Buffalo, NY
Rochester, NY
Poughkeepsie, NY
Akron, OH
Grand Rapids, MI
Detroit, MI

B.B. KING
May 13
May 16

West Palm Beach, FL
St. Petersburg, FL

CHUCK MANGIONE
Los Angeles, CA
Aug. 20-22

SoignØe Supertriimp
RODNEY CROWELL
May 2
Sacramento, CA
CHARLIE DANIELS BAND
Ft. Myers, FL
May 13
West Palm Beach
July 4

GARY MORRIS
May 8
May 22

Cumming, GA
Laurel, MO

SMOKEY ROBINSON
San Francisco, CA
May 14-16
Los Angeles, CA
May 21-22
Chicago, IL
June 18-20
Cleveland, OH
June 25-26

EMMYLOU HARRIS
LaGrande, OR
May 1
Seattle, WA
May 2

Somber Seger

HOOKED ON CLASSICS
Miami Beach, FL
July 1
West Palm Beach, FL
July 2
Tampa, FL
July 3

Zealous Zevon
KENNY ROGERS
Cincinnati, OH
May 1
Toledo, OH
May 2
Minneapolis, MN
June 1
Rockford, IL
June 2
June 3
Peoria, IL
Milwaukee, WI
lune 4
Chicago, IL
June 5-6

LENA HORNE
July 19-22
Detroit, MI
July 30-Aug. 1 ... Washington, DC

Pullman, WA
Seattle, WA

SON SEALS
May 1
May 13
May 27-29

-

-7tV.

yr,

w

+mar

Cool Carter

CROSBY, STILLS & NASH
Portland, ME
Aug. 1
Worcester, MA
Aug. 2
Columbia, MD
Aug. 5
Hampton, WV
Aug. 7
Pittsburgh, PA
Aug. 9
Hershey, PA
Aug. 10
Philadelphia, PA
Aug. 11
NJ
Rutherford,
13
East
Aug.
Uniondale, NY
Aug. 14
Clarkston, MI
Aug. 16 & 17
Charleston, WV
Aug. 18
Indianapolis, IN
Aug. 20
Chicago, IL
Aug. 21
Milwaukee, WI
Aug. 22
St. Louis, MO
Aug. 24
Kansas City, MO
Aug. 25
Tulsa, OK
Aug. 26
Oklahoma City, OK
Aug. 28
Wichita,
KS
Aug. 29
Omaha, NB
Aug. 30

Detroit, MI
Columbus, OH
Minneapolis, MN

’MAW

Springtime, when the crocuses un-croak, is also when the roasters and popters
de-hibernate. Millions of your personal favorite’s are in the recording studios right
now. Since album -making can often take more time (and money) than anyone plans
on initially, precise tour bookings are apt to be put off until the album is complete.
Here are some plans of some of the famous.

RITA COOLIDGE
San Diego, CA
June 17-19
Costa Mesa, CA
July 14

CARMINE APPICE
May 2
Providence, RI
May 3
Philadelphia, PA
May 4
Washington, DC

Chicago, IL

GREG KIHN BAND
\ lay 21-22
Chicago, IL

&

ALBERT COLLINS
Grinnell, 10
May 1
St. Paul, MN
May 7
Chicago, IL
May 14-15
Toledo, OH
May 20
Wichita, KS
May 28

Mellowed-out Ma wont’

JOURNEY
May 21-22

AL JARREAU
May 11
May 16

THE WORLD ACCORDING
TO CARP, based on John Irving
bestseller, stars Robin Williams as
Carp. Written by Steve Breaking
Away Tesich, directed by George
Roy 11111, and also starring Mary
Beth Hurt and Swoosie Kurtz.
THE SECRECT OF NIMH,
animated by Disney defectors, is
based on a children’s book and reportedly "reminds you of Fantasia."

Guibi

LuSi

WOVikS

LINDA RONSTADT is making a record, probably won’t tour.
TOM PETTY is making a record plans a summer tour.
RON CARTER plans an all-star jazz band tour.
J.GEILS will take whatever money is left in Europe after . . .
THE ROLLING STONES launch a summer tour of the Continent.
QUEEN will definitely tour, but . .
JACKSON BROWNE hasn’t decided yet.
JONI MITCHELL is pretty sure she’ll make the rounds.
JOHNNY OTIS will mount an Oldies Revue for the resort trade.
WARREN ZEVON will probably tour when his album’s done.
DAVID LINDLEY will tour, but without Ras Baboo Pierre.
NEIL DIAMOND is bringing his mood music to a grateful nation.
X makes their first major-label LP and puts it on the road.
BOB SEGER finishes The Distance (new LP) soon, then goes on the road.
SPLIT ENZ plans an early summer tour.
FOREIGNER will be getting tan on the stadium circuit.
ASHFORD 8c SIMPSON have a new popsoul album and a tour.
SUPERTRAMP will publish Tightrope, but aren’t yet sure about a tour.
BILLY SQUIER will try to extend his winning streak on the road.
THE MOTELS will check into a few cheap ones during their road spree.
SQUEEZE offers Sweets from a Stranger and several tour dates.
BOZ SCAGGS has been recording for aeons, probably will tour.
GARY U.S. BONDS keeps his comeback rolling with a tour.
ROSEANNE CASH makes with a new disc and roadshow.
KENNY ROGERS groans on a new album and all over America, too.
GEORGE CLINTON FunkadeliciParliament mastermind goes solo.
KIM CARNES risks jet lag with tour and new LP.
MARTY BALIN has a new album, tour not yet certain.
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS will be traveling fast all summer.
U.F.O. flies into selected stadiums.

T.G. SHEPPARD
Cumming, GA
May 8
Charles Town, WV
May 18
Newton, PA
June 19
Nashville, IN
June 26
Columbus, OH
July 10
Arlington, TX
July 25
July 30-31
Cheyenne, WY
SPLIT ENZ
May 8
KOKO TAYLOR
May 6-8
May 28

Los Angeles, CA

Chicago, IL
I afayette, LA

journeying
Joni

Disclaimer:
Watch your step and not so fast, anyway. There’s no telling what changes
these schedules may undergo between
our diligent collection and their inexorable completion. So play it smart and
check local listings a little in advance.
iust to be sure.
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BRING
A TEAR
TO YOUR
MOTHER’S
EYE
Let Live Wires surprise
And delight your Mammy
With a song and a gift
It’s a double whammy!
At twenty bucks
A total steal
So easy to send
and such a deal!
Give your Mom
our singing
Phonegram that
says it all!
Then, we’ll send her
the most beautiful
Red Heart Pillow
she ever saw. . .
wrapped up with your
sentiments on a
personalized telegram.

Just call toll free

800-421-4050
And in California

800-252-4660
MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED
Credit card phone orders
accepted thru 752

Live Wires Entertainment Services
1680 N. Vine, Suite 501
Hollywood, CA 90028
Business Of lice: (213)462-3111
rout. (il’ARANTEE
With this order I fully understand my phonegram will be called person -to-person on either
Saturdayibunday. May 8/9, and the cost of the
call will be charged to my home phone
If my party cannot be reached. I will have a 820W
credit toward any Live Wine Phone Package in the
future (Birthdays. Anniversanes. etc ) Valid thru
5/9163.
I will receive verification of date of call and mailing of gilt
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mi4niq1f movie madness
BY JOSEPH

PATTON

In 1968, George Romero made a lowbudget, explicit shocker called Night of
the living Dead The dead, revived by
an intense dose of radiation, roam the
countryside, automatons with one motive: snack and devour the living. Even
the "dead" must eat to stay "alive." Living Dead opened in drive-ins, where
most films wind up, but it was soon
revived at the Elgin Theatre in New
York, where it played to young, enthusiastic viewers Fridays and Saturdays
at midnight. Audiences went repeatedly
to scream with delight as cannibalistic
cadavers munched on bones and
gorged on intestines and livers.
Night of the Living Dead pioneered
the phenomenon of "midnights.’
special midnight showings of films too
excessive, too outrageous, too "weird"
to be shown at any other time. Ben
Barenholtz, who owned the Elgin
when Living Dead was unleashed, has
compared midnights to pajama parties
where all the rules are broken.
They’re not just movies, but events, and
thrill-seeking spectators frequently dress
in costume, talk back to the screen,
roar, boo, cheer, clap, whistle and
shout. At midnights, restraint is out of
place. Every midnight is Halloween.
Films that attract late-night clubs are
as close to comic strips as live action
can be, with something crazed and irreverent about them. Take Marlin, for
instance. When Romero’s sly, spooky
debunking of the Dracula legend surfaced at midnights in 1978, it was obvious that he had scored again. Martin is
a shy, attractive 17-year-old who looks
like the boy next door, but he has a
freakish fixation: bloodsucking. Martin’s ancestors emigrated to Pittsburgh
from Transylvania, but since he is fang-

thsgwa, Jcquired
towdy cult folk.
less, Martin Uht, 3 it potter 111,
trig, and made its leading actor, Divine
knock out his victims and hacks at
impersonator
a 300.pound female
their wrists with a razor blade to drink
billed as the greatest grossout of all
their spurting blood. Viewers leave
time the first superstar of the midMartin unsure whether he is a victim
night circuit. Divine lives in a burnt of the vampire inheritance running in
out trailer with her son, a longhaired
the family, or a psychotic delinquent
punk with a chicken fetish, and her
with a horrible habit.
mother, who has a thing for ego. They
Not much later Romero’s Dawn of
the Dead was sneaked at midnights, enter a contest sponsored by the National Enquirer to find "the filthiest
played briefly in regular runs, and
then settled in for long runs exclu- people alive." Tacky, sleazy, berserk.
sively at midnight. Dawn is a sicker, Flamingos is rated X. but viewers who
expect hard-ci ire sex are disappointed;
slicker Living Dead Three men and a
all they get to witness is incest, fellatio,
woman seek shelter from swarms of
castration and exhibitionism. To me,
marauding cadavers inside a shopping
mall. "Instinct brings them back here," had taste is what entertainment is all
about: Waters writes in Shock Value
"This
place
says.
the
survivors
one of
was a very important part of their "If someone vomits watching one of my
films, it’s like getting a standing ovalives!" All of Romero’s films are awash
tion." Flamingos’ climactic scene
with gore, hut Dawn proves, once and
Divine scoops up a fresh pile of
for all, nothing succeeds like excess. A
French poodle excrement and eats it,
ghoul stumbles into the path of a
of the most
lickety-split is one
whirring helicopter blade, and the top
talked -about in the history of midof its head is sliced off A corpse bites
nights. The strong of stomach are outa chunk from a victim’s neck, and
raged and amused at the same time,
blood gushes like water from a fire
while the squeamish look in vain on
hydrant. Spectators are open-mouthed
the back of the seat in front of them
in horror when the carnage begins;
for an emergency bag.
gradually, their screams dissolve into
David Lynch’s Eraserbead nvaLs and,
raucous laughter; eventually they
quite possibly, surpasses Pink Flaminbreak into wild applause, cheering on
gos
in sheer grossness. It combines
the last of the survivors as they escape
elements of science-fiction and fantasy,
scores of stalking goons in the best
cliff-hanger tradition of vintage Satur- but it’s impossible to categorize, let
day matinee serials. For Romero’s fans, alone explain. Eraserbead concerns
Henry, a simpleton with a bouffant
though, too much is not enough: Day
of the Dead is in the works, complet- hairdo that resembles a fright wig;
Mary X. his moronic wife; and their
ing the Zombie trilogy.
offspring, a cross between a human
John Waters uses Romero’s favorite
and a dinosaur. Baby’s crying sends
abandon
gleeful
deviceshockwith
Mary home to Mother. Henry feeds
in Pink Flamingos When it cane out
Baby a worm, and Baby grows ... and
in 1972, Flamingos provoked howls of
and GROWS!! Poor, startled
Grows
Henry retreats into a sordid dream
world, tom between the Beautiful Girl
Across the Hall, a hooker who pouts
prettily, and the Lady in the Radiator,
who sings sweetly while worms fall
around her and squish underfoot. In

nightmare horn
A new A. ROITIef0,
George
of
the director THE
OF
"NIGHT
LIVING MAW’

the end Henry loses his head, and it is
turned into an eraser. Eraserbead fans,
who roar with satisfaction during its
grosser scenes, believe that a truer picture of the mind of middle-class
America would be hard to find, except
maybe at a K -Mart checkout lane.
Lynch, of course, went on to Wile directing Elephant Man.
Jim Sharman’s Rocky Horror Picture
outrageous melange of
Show an
cliches from monster epics, Marvel
comics, beach-blanket frolics and Fifties and Sixties rock ’n roll is the
quintessential fluke. It bombed in
1975, hut not long after that it resurfaced at midnights and mushroomed
into a national phenomenon. Brad and
Janet, two clean-cut kids, get mixed up
in the weird antics at a castle where
Frank N Furter, a transvestite scientist
from outer space, is conducting maniacal experiments, creating drag revues
and a blond stud he plans to put to
good use his own.
Audiences turn Rocky Horror into a
midnight masquerade, dressing as
members of the mad doctor’s kinky
household: Riff Ftaff, the hunchback
henchman; Magenta, his sister; the
tap-dancing Little Nell; and Frank N
Furter himself, in black corset and
high heels Audiences dance the Time
Warp in the aisles, throw rice, spray
water, flick cigarette lighters and sing
along with the soundtrack: "Toucha,
toucha toucha, touch me/1 wanna be
dirty/Thrill me, fill me, fulfill me/
Creature of the night." Rocky Horror is
the most popular midnight so far,
perhaps, because it catches the confusion of two all-American kids agape at
the sexual permissiveness of the
Seventies.

.shot.* Treatment. a sequel from the
makers of Rocky Horror, opened at the
Waverly Theatre in New York last October, but it hasn’t caught fire the way
Rocky Horror did. Since they’re aberrations, its hard to predict what films
will inspire midnight madness, hut
Frank Perry’s Mommie Dearest, with
Faye Dunaway in a monstrous caricature of Joan Crawford, has the stuff
midnights are made of: outrageous
humor, shocking behavior, topsy-turvy
morality. Audiences have mimicked
Crawford’s abuse of her daughter,
Christina, and her obsession with
cleanliness, mock-strangling people sitting next to them with wire hangers
and attacking gummy theatre floors
with scrub brushes and Bon Ami.
Midnight movie Fans often dream up
their own bizarre scenarios. Here’,
mine: a solitary figure totters in high
heels down Hollywood Blvd. Whatever
it is, it looks like Joan Crawford in the
last stages of leprosy, with the blank
stare of the "living dead." Rolling her
eyes, twisting her lips grotesquely, she
cries "Chr
ist
in --- ash!"
Outside the theatre, a poster reads:
The Maddest Mother of All Time Is
And This Time She’s Really A
Back
Monster!! With apologies to George
Romero, Wire Hanger Productions
presents Divine in a film by John Waters, Afternoon of the Living Dead
(NOT a Soap Opera). The Abuse Continues.
Tickets, anyone!?
Joseph Patton lives in Charlottesville,
Virginia; for the past three years or so
he’s managed a company, that rents
theaters in college towns to exhibit midnight MOVieC. He knows whereof be
speaks
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4GEORGE CARLIN:
STILL SANE AFTER ALL THE

BY RICHARD LEVD1SON
George Carlin is sitting in a director’s chair in a Los Angeles photography studio, mugging for the camera "Hey, Jerry, Brenda,
emon you guys, you gotta say some stuff that’ll really make me
laugh," Carlin says to his wife of twenty years and his longtime
friend (now personal manager) Jerry Hamza. "What’re the seven
deadly sins?" asks Carlin.
"Greed,- answers Harnza. Carlin’s face suddenly becomes very
greedy. Click One frame.
"Try pride." Pride. Click. Not quite.
"Nab, that was really more disdain, wasn’t it?" says Carlin.
"Lust." Ahhh, lust. Carlin’s face grabs lust and holds it in a
strangle-lock for three frames. He’s gut lust down.
"Great. great How about anger?" suggests Hamza.
"Anger? Oh, yeah, but I can’t do that one. It takes too much out
of you.
"I think lust is the one," says Hamza.
The photographer calls a break, and Carlin gives his face a rest.
The camera, on its own, falls forward on its tripod. "That’s the
inanimate world responding to me,- says Carlin. Hamza starts
laughing, then goes over to the telephone to do some business.
Hey, where there’s a phone, there’s an office, right?
These days, there’s a lot of business for Hamza to do. After almost five years of relative obscurity for this normally high-profile
comedian. George Carlin is hack, and hack loud. A new album (A
Place for .)4, Stuff), a Playboy interview, plans for books, more
records, a cable T.V show on HBO ("The biggest budget in the
history of cable comedy- says Hamm), more frequent tours and
Tontgbr Allow appearances C "Lsti you know who the most popular
guest host is,- Hamm knows). And lots and lots of ink bear witness
to Carlin’s return to the spotlight. But, like everything else in his
sometimes turbulent career, this re-emergence is on Carlin’s own
terms A brief Carlinography he achieved some notoriety in the
Sixties as a "straight- comic and satirist, known kir such bits as
The Indian Sergeant" (which you still hear on airline stereo comedy programs, wedged between Bob Newhan and Phyllis Diller),
and for the classic 45 "Wonderful WINO"/"Hippy Dippy
Weatherman." He built his Las Newts price up to $12,500 per week,
hut in 1970 left the comfort of the Vegas stage cold. The much
retold story of his hasty exit from his straight career says less About
censorship, (audiences of conventioneers began to take exception
to his more controversial act, and the hotel fired him), than it does
about Carlin himself. He simply had more he mantes] to say than
the audience was ready to hear, so it was bye-bye Las Vegas. Carlin
began playing colleges in the early Seventies and again achieved
success, recording six albums (four gold) as a "counterculture"
comedian and as a "social critic," labels that Carlin himself
wouldn’t use.
"I don’t do politics. Basically, I do this for myself. My main priority is to be funny, to get them to say ’God, wasn’t that clever,’ to
satisfy my childhood ego. I talk about what’s in your refrigerator,
how your dog and cat are different, words you use without noticing what they mean. Beyond that, I have a great us-and-them mentality, which surfaces along with the other stuff. It’s another section
of my personality. But I don’t rely on that I go out there to be
funny."
The mid-Seventies brought a lot of changes, none particularly for
the better. Massive cocaine consumption, a heart attack, the pursuit

of a movie that was never to he completed, and years of therapy
kept Carlin out of the public eye. He survived: health, wit and,
almost as importantly, career intact. That kind of silence might deal
a fatal blow to the career of one or another entertainer, hut in
many ways, Carlin’s comeback has been easier than his going away.
He attributes this to the professional groundwork he has laid over
two successful career phases so far.
"Monologues are the basic thing I do They always will be. That’s
the thing that got me from standing behind all the guys on the
corner to standing in front. If I’m able to expand and develop
other forms of writing and performance, they’ll be good for me
But they’ll never entirely eclipse that the basic thing I do is think
about things, stand up and tell them. Having established over a
long period of time that I am someone who can always come back
and do that well. I would expect the audience to have full confidence, to he ready for me."
Minding the fine points of coming back is the task of Carlin’s
professional advisors, headed by Hamza. Forget how Carlin might
describe himself in conversation, his most recent image is that of 2
rubber-limbed, a/Rd-eyed dais clown who, as often as not, would

get himself in nimble saying the right thing to tlw wrong petiole
Now, his presentation to the public is very neatly sculpted. The
official photo on Carlin’s press-kit shows a rather mature, intelligent face with a neatly clipped heard, a friendly, amused . he.
nevolent look. Like a cross between a happily tenured college professor and a liberal, socially aware (dare I say it?)priest The new,
grown-up George Carlin.
Although he must have approved of the milder image (nothing
in his career gets by him), it doesn’t prevent him from saying
whatever he feels like at interview time.
"I don’t see much hope for this society, maybe even the human
race. The [population) segment Identify with is the one that feels,
as I do, that it’s hopeless. The things I do that are pointedly anti.
institution are lust my way of name calling, of standing across the
street and shaking my fist. So. I do them, and try to make them as
funny as passible, so they are entertaining to the segment that
doesn’t give a (insert one of the seven words you can never say on
TN., or print in this magazine). The trouble is profit. I think the
only real hope is to kill about three or four hundred million
people, maybe even a billion, and start all over again without cash
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registers."
Added shows in Pittsburgh," says Hamra.)
Are the billion on any particular continent?
"Yes. I’m going out sixin for 18 &P., on ill,.
East, Midwest, and South
"No, they’re all over. You’d have to aim mainly
at the financial centers, the commercial centers. I
The album?
"It could have had a better December, hut my
want to he fair. When you’re killing that many
albums have always had good, solid. steady
people, you want to he as fair as possible. It’ll he
growth. They sell, they’ve got legs. And for a first
nice, because you’ll get a lot of Christians, too."
Carlin doesn’t like Christians very much. step in a nevi direction, it’s doing magnificently
Legs? Such a showbiz term for this anti "Christian., have spread more evil than mast. I
showbiz comdian. But somehow, the parodox
don’t like many organized religions. including
never crosses into hypocrisy. No one feeds Carlin
Judaism. But the Jews have usually been packing
his lines. He knows about and oversees every asand running it was the Christians doing the
pect of his career. He’s the one taking the
chasing."
chances, he’s the one making the decisions. If
Is the trouble in the teachings, or are people
anyone has to know about the business side. it,
just reading it wrong?
"You’ve answered the question. Nothing wrong going Co he George. And characteristically, he’,
more than willing to talk about it.
with the teachings. But you let a coupla
"I’ve been autonomous all my career, all nn
greedheads get a hold of some gold, and they’ll
life. That’s done all the things for me that have
f-k up a good philosophy every time.- Carlin
happened
The fact that I made the choices
adds that this will probably end up as a routine.
When a posture of that type pays off so handperhaps as a companion piece to a hit he does on
somely, both in personal satisfaction and MOT1Cy
life after the nuclear holocaust.
it’s harder and harder to pull away and let other
That’s the trouble talking with George Carlin
people
in.- But, with the cable show and other
You never really know if you’re hearing the man
or the comedian. Its a line Carlin is consciously "conceptual" projects, other artistic people will
have to he involved. "I’m taking it step by step. As
trying to erase. "I want to get as close to being
myself on stage as I can. Its a structured, orderly. long as I’m the person doing the writing and acting, I can have others advise me. I think I can
an
professional self, but it’s still me. So, the more
open myself to that now."
audience knows about me personally, the better."
The photographer is ready for a few more
It’s this meld of person and comic that makes
it passible for Carlin to do his diatribe on Chris- shots. I ask Carlin how many photo sessicms he’,
had
in his career.
Tonight
Show,
tians, then turn around, go on the
"One hundred and fourteen, exactly. Not
do a neat, very funny 10 minutes without a trace
counting the ones that didn’t come out."
of controversy, and feel that, in both cases, he has
As the pictures are snapped, Carlin does a few
presented a valid side of himself. ("And now, the
lines, gentle ones for a man hem on killing a bit
the
around
news. A man, attempting to walk
lion people, "Don’t you hate it when you wake
world, drowned today."). There’s a lot of death in
up at night, and there’s a spider crawling on your
Carlin’s Tonight Show material, hut death has
pillow, and you don’t know his name?" Brenda
never been a forbidden subject on telertsion.
laughs, and Carlin says, "That laugh. After twenty
is
Tonight
Show
’The problem with doing the
that so many people see you there that never see years, that’s still what it’s all about.
"I want to share the little wonders of the
you anywhere eke. A woman wrote me a letter
world Not the big ones, those are in the book,
asking for her 110 hack for the album. She went
Just
the little ones I’m afraid to go out and fight
me
loved
how
she’d
about
through such a story,
on the Tonight Show and played the album for for justice, because I’m afraid it’s a lasing battle
her husband and friends, and got Si) embar- But I think ideas and comedy can co-exist. You
rassed. I sent her the ten. That’s not to set a prec- can be relatively smart and still be pretty funny’
As the session winds down, Carlin and Hamza
edent. If it appears in this magazine, I’ll just deny
are talking. I walk over with the tape recorder
it.
"Now, as far as the career goes..." Carlin "Hey, Jerry, better watch that corporate stuff. The
warms to his favorite subject, his future. It seems recorder’s on," Carlin is laughing. Then he adds,
that he puts up with, no, encourages the hustling, apparently in reference to their discussion,
business side of himself, knowing that the payoff ’Time-life The two things they know nothing
is that he gets paid to do what he loves most and about, they use as their name."
Now everyone is laughing, a sound familiar to
does best: talk. "On the new cable show. I’m
Carlin. I ask him if he has anything he’d like to
going to he doing a lot more characterizations, in
add before he takes off. He’s got an answer ready
costume. Up ’til now, my characters have just
After 114 photo sessions and years of interviews
been supporting players. Now, I’m going to put
better believe he’s got an answer ready Still.
you
them in front. The show will have maybe twenty
he sounds like he means it.
minutes of monologue, and about forty minutes
"I’m happy, and I’m looking forward to what
of sketches, blackouts, vignettes, whatever."
Touring? ("George sold out his last tour. ever happens to me next."
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doesn’t mean you have to leave Ampersand behind. No, no. no . . .
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TIAN MORRISON
Beautiful Vision

(Warner Bros.) Here’s a scenario: William Blake and W.B. Yeats are
swooped up in a cosmic time ray and
transported to the Sixties where
they’re exposed to a relentless barrage
of soul and R&B records, after which
the poetic pair’s respective consciousnesses are fused together and
transplanted into the pudgy body of a
wacked-out Irishman who used to
front a rock group called Them.
Maybe it didn’t happen quite like
that, but after listening to Van Morrison’s latest solo album (his 14th), one
begins to wonder. Beautiful Vision is a
glorious, screwball affair featuring Van
the Man in the throes of spiritual
ecstasy, reveling in his Celtic roots,
celebrating his heartfelt hodgepodge
of religious beliefs and summoning up
his uncanniest of musical chops.
Song titles like "Aryan Mist," "She
Gives Me Religion,- "Dweller on the
Threshold" and "Across the Bridge
Where Angels Dwell" tell part of the
story, with Morrison knee-deep in
mystical hyperbole, quoting from
tomes as diverse as the Bible, the
Bhagavad-Gita, Alice Bailey’s Glamour
A World Problem and Jack Kerouac s
On the Road But then, on the stunning, funny "Cleaning Windows,- Van
forgets all the portentous deity’
dropping to deliver a simple first’
person narrative from a "workin man
in my prime- who washes windows on
week days and then goes "blowins
saxophone on the weekend in some
downtown Xiint."
Either way adrift in metaphysical
hooey or wiping clean his squeegee
Morrison gets away with it Flanked by
a trio of c(siing female backup singers,
Van grunts, groans, growls and warbles
like a man possessed, while his hand
churns out rhythms and riffs that cornbine the earthiness of Tupelo Honey
and the august, ethereal strains of .44red W’eelas with a funky verve (check
out Pee Wee Ellis’ sax on "Cleaning
Windows") heretofore unmatched in
Morrison’s career.
Steven X. Rea

r

OU REED
8a The Blue Mask
(RCA) Our story thus far Lou Reed,
famed for penning such exercises in
rock decadence as "Heroin- and "Walk
on the Wild side," cleans up his act
and opts for the decent life. He marries (a woman, even) settles down and
stops writing songs about junkies and
senseless violence, ultimately releasing
an album of (almost) conventional
love songs, Growing up in Public,
some two years ago.
Now there’s an update Reed’s mellowing has (thankfully) not been total.
While fans could congratulate him on
his new-found personal contentment,
there was evidence that his creative
powers were not at their height. GrowMg up in Public, for all as good Intentions, suffered from self-conscious
lyrics and amorphous music. Reed’s
hest work had addressed themes of
ugliness and despair with a heroic dihearts -and -flowers sentirectness
ments didn’t seem to suit him.
The Blue Mask is a distinct step in
the right direction. If not up to the
standards of his startlingly innovative
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torched the Top 20, three years since
work with the Velvet Underground
his last album, the boyish Southwest(his brilliant band in the Sixties), it
ern popster returns. Twilley has a new
nevertheless shows that he retains the
label and a new album, but it sounds
grit and honesty that were his
suspiciously like someone else’s
trademarks. His latest LP doesn’t find
music.
him denying the changes in his lifeIt took me halfway through the first
style, but it does show him capable of
side
of Scuba Divers to realize I wasn’t
songs.
love
more than mundane
listening to the new Tom Petty album.
The album’s real strength, however,
Even taking into account regional simis its fierce musical approach. Supilarities and both musicians’ fondness
ported by a new band, Reed plays
for buzzy Byrds-ian arrangements, "I’m
that’s
sadly
edge
a
slashing
guitar with
Back Again" and "Somebody to Love"
been missing from his records for
(DT’s current single) uncannily resome time. The atonal screechings he
semble the mealy-mouthed Floridian
reveled in back in his Velvet Underat his worst. These are tepid pieces,
ground days are heard once more in
’Waves of Fear- and "The Blue Mask" exercises in recycling that add little
and annoy plenty. They’re not isolated
Complementing his renewed playing
instances either; the flipside offers
abilities, Reed’s singing has regained
"Dion Baby," weak-kneed pop of the
much of its old dramatic nuance.
most dismissible stripe, and "Cryin’
Batty Alfonso
over Me," an unsubtle attempt to
toughen up that cops its lick fromof
ZePs
all the tired warhorses Led
DWIGHT TWILLEY
"Whole Lona Love."
Scuba Divers
Twilley’s return isn’t all bad; the title
track, while nonsensical lyrically, packs
some charge, and "Touchin’ the
(EM/)"And now I’m hack again, with a
Wind,- which breaks the Petty lock of
hole in my shoe/I’m back again, now
Side One, achieves the kind of yearneverything’s new ..."
ing romanticism that so rightly earned
Dwight Twilley is unarguably back
Twilley praise in the wake ’of his first
Seven years after his "I’m on Fire

Okeh label may be the most significant
(with Phil Seymour) lp, Sincere0. "I
reissue series of recent years.
Think It’s That Girl" is standard
Okeh Records (1918-1969) was
for
a
spin
or
stuff,
good
Beatle-esque
known primarily as a purveyor of
two.
The lack of inspiration on Scuba Di- "race music," that euphemistic appellavers may have any number of causes. tion that encompassed jazz, MB, soul
and the blues during each of those
Apparently, the tracks were recorded
over a period of time, at different loca- genre’s halcyon eras. This beautifully
conceived and presented series further
tions, for several prospective labels. Or
documents the label’s forays into
maybe the well’s simply gone dry. Or
Western Swing. With two-album packthe genre that Twilley works
ages highlighting the company’s conmelodic, Sixties-inflected pop-rock
tributions to each of these musical
may have yielded all Its going to yield
forms, the listener is treated to the
in terms of riffs and rhyme. Whatever
early recorded work of such pivotal
the causes. Twilley’s return delivers
much less than fans who fell for "Fire," names as Muddy Waters, Major Lance,
Bob Wills, Little Richard and Ahmad
"TV" or ’’Twilley Don’t Mind" had a
Jamal cheek by jowl with such forgotright to expect.
ten greats as Johnny Shines, Billy ButGene Sculatti
ler and the Enchanters, the Light Crust
Doughboys and the ineffable
Sandmen. Screamin’ Jay Hawkins
shares the grooves with Doc Bagby on
()KEN REISSUES
Okeb Rhythm & Blues; Sons of the Pioneers segue to Emmett Miller & His
Georgia Crackers on Okeb Western
(EPIC) Culled from a half-century of Swing; Victoria Spivey compliments
The Yas Yas Girl on Okeb Chicago
pivotal American music, brilliantly and
copiously annotated, handsomely Blues and on and on. It’s a marvelous
cornucopia, a musical motherlode that
Epic Records’ five-album
packaged
delights, astounds and preserves.
ten -LP reissue of the best from the
Davin Seay
gold mine vaults of the venerated

IN PRINT
Pinball
JERZY KOSINSKI
!Wiliam Paperback. $795

coming .-for as long as I wanted..."
It could be that the cardboard
women like Donna effectively serve to
point out the existential despair that
only Kosinski’s men are capable of
feeling. Or, it could be that the pop
novel formula of sin-seduction -and servitude doesn’t easily adapt to the
serious and worthy questions Kosin.ski
seems to have in mind about privacy
and society’s expectations of its artists.
Or, it could he that Kosinski hasn’t
noticed that the mechanics of pinball
have been replaced by electronic
video games, and that the mechanical
sex of the pop novel has been replaced by living, breathing sensuality
In the best fiction of the Eighties.
R. Sue Smith

people and their lives pierces the veil "community," as a means of making
sense out of one’s existence.
of intellectual satyriasis.
Sound Effects is clearly intended as a
majipoar is a fascinating creation, a
tree which will undoubtedly hear addi- text and Is, as Frith himself introduces
It, "a solid and generally sober work."
tional fruit, but it is to he hoped that
Thus, the going may be slow at times
further adventures will be experiences
a comparison between the Fnuiltfort
of fuller spectrum it is something of
School and Marxist theories of mass
a cheat to give us such a tantalizing
culture doesn’t exactly make for fun
world, and then limit our perception
reading but Frith has a way of makof it.
ing sense out of even intellectually
Steven Barnes
abstract concepts.
Mikei Toombs

GGocidards not your typical rock
superstar. No Hollywood Bowl
ci incerts. no corporate-sponsored natianal tours, no full-color magazine
cover shots of his dates or his arrests
in fact, no photos at all. Goddard
wants the impossible: to sell three million records a year while maintaining a
Sound Effects
private life and identity despite (or beSIMON FRITH
cause of) his fans.
Are the Kids All Right?
Pantheon, 111.9.5
To that end, he’s managed an
JOHN G. FULLER
anonymity so complete that not even
Times Books, $1.1 SO
imon Frith leads an intriguing
the executives at Nokturn Records
double life: on the one hand he is a
have seen his face, or learned the adprofessor of sociology at the University
dress of his secret recording studio
Rock and roll will never die, but
you just might." That seems to be
of Warwick, England a most respechome. How Goddard becomes the Majipoor Chronicles
the message John G. Fuller Is attempttable positionand on the other, a
prey of a fan desperate to know him is
ing
to
convey in this gripping recreasmirk
rock
c77.tiC.
The
happy
conROBERT SILVERBERG
part of the story Jerzy Kosinski tells in
vergence of these two seemingly con- tion of the infamous Who concert at
Pinball The rest of the story is not so Priam Books, $5.95
Cincinnati’s Riverfront Coliseum on
tradictory employments is a writing
straightforward. It involves Patrick
style which, transmitted to us via col- December 3, 1979. Fuller’s unique
Domostroy, a faded composer who’s Majipoor Chronicles is not really a
and certain to be controversial
umns
in
Creem
it
is
a
collection
of
short
and
(presently)
Neu.
novel
seduced into assisting the desperate
theory endeavors to explain the forces
and evil Andrea Gwynplaine; Donna stories set on the planet Majip(xg, the York Rocker and now through this
book, is consistently informed and
that contributed to the deaths of the
Downes, a sensuous black Chopinist world of Silverberg’s lord Valentine’s
t hought- provok ing.
eleven fans who were asphyxiatwhose ambition at the piano needs Castle The stories are linked with an
ed as they stood among the huge
In
Sound
Effects
Frith
sees
device
Hissune,
Ingenious
narrative
Domostroy’s experienced touch to
crowd waiting to enter the Coliseum.
rock’n’roll (which he uses to describe
succeed; and Jimmy Osten, the Clark Lord Valentine’s successor-designate, is
Using the Who concert as a focal
allowed to delve into the Hall of Rec- chiefly the Fifties form) and rock as a
Kent flip side of Goddard.
point, Fuller traces the history of hard
cultural phenomenon grounded in the
Kosinski’s preocupation with a ords, where telepathically encoded
rock violence from the mid -Sixties
youth and leisure activities of the past
celebrity’s right to privacy is under- memories of the citizens are stored.
clashes between England’s Mods and
standable. He was, after all, only hours
We see Hissune, at first merely a mi- (particularly the 1920s1 but with a
Rockers to recent disturbances at Van
value and meaning all its own. The
away from meeting Sharon Tate for schievous boy, grow and mature as he
Haien concerts and argues that such
book is structured around a
dinner at her home when an airline lives these people’s lives. Some of
disturbances result from a hidden
production/consumption theory of
luggage mix-up prevented him from them are giants of intellect and courdeath wish on the part of the rock
taking his flight to Los Angeles and a age, some are petty, lost in their prej- rock culture the chapters are titled
ringside seat at the Manson murders. udices and hatreds All are fascinating, "Making Music," "Making Money," generation. Fortunately, Fuller keeps
his theorizing from becoming too dry
the
and
so
onbut
the
"Making Meaning"
It’s his Harold Robbins-style perspec- and all help Hissune to understand
by combining it with fascinating bioemphasis is important: Frith’s analyses
tive on male-female relationships, and world he will one day rule.
of the means of production and of graphical information on Jimi Hendrix,
women in general, that’s hard to
Indeed, the only time one can truly
marketing are vital but not unprece- Janis Joplin, the Doors, the Rolling
figure. Pianist Donna Downes speaks smell blood flowing through the tales
Stones, the Who and other such rock
dented; his real concern is how music
for all of Pinball’s lascivious ladies is during the numerous and varied
superstars. The central story of the
is consumed, an area he feels has been
when she tells of the night when sexual encounters. In fact, sexuality is
events leading us to the disaster at the
"Marcell() and I returned to the bar. I the most dominant form of physical ac- unjustly neglected. He explores with
Who concert is su.spensehilly told, and
was still excited. My whole body oozed tion. This is by no means an insur- great insight and care the uses of rock
as background’ music for teenage activ- makes the book difficult tii put di Iwo
sex, and I spun from one orgasm to mountable problem: Silverberg’s talent
ity, as the rallying point for youth
the next. Like heartbeats, they kept on is so strong that his concern for these
Richard Graham
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OFF THE WALL
Futzie Nutzle:
A Stickman for Our
Times
HY BILI. BRAUNSTEIN
Entue Nuttle ei not the latest flavor of
the week at Baskin -Robbins. Futile
Nutzle is not the lint you find in your
navel at the end of the day. Futile
Nutzle is not an esoteric hardware
part. -With a name like that," he says,
"when people meet me, they are disappointed. They expect some sort of
clown that jumps out of a box."
What people do meet is a cartoonist
whose hest known work appeared on
the Letters page of Rolling Stone from
1975 to early 1981. But Nutzle’s cartoons, which can be likened to drugaddled ideas developed at 33-1/3 rprns
and drawn at 78 rpms, have been all
over. The publications that have carried his work range from the high and
mighty ( Esquire, Quest, New West,
Road and Track, Oui and the Village
Voice) to the low and shaky (the Env
Spaghetti Dinner, West Bay Dadist and
the Weekly Breeder).
"You’re probably wondering," says
Nutzle, standing by the door of his
grey-blue woodframe house, "why I
lead an isolated life out here in
nowhere’s land" a tiny town in the
Monterey Bay area of Northern Cali
tbmia. A very tiny town. Cattle in the
fields nearby out-number people. The
main street consists of a post office
fire house and grocery store.
It’s a good question, considering
that Nutzle’s deliriously gonzo
sketches are concerned with space-age
man facing contemporary problems
His first book of cartoons, released last
September, is even called Modern
loafer. Yet the look from Nutzle’s
porch is early American barren.
"This will explain." Nutzle gets into
his silver 1957 Chevy, fires it up and
drives a few minutes before stopping.
He is surrounded by hills which seem
to tumble over one another in an endless cascade of purple hues. Wood and
wire fences run just outside the car,
separating pastures from the din road.
A cow munches some grass. "This is
beautifuland it’s just a mile from my
home. As an artist, if you can’t be inspired by this, forget it."
Nutzle’s inspirations have appeared
outside the pages of newspapers and
magazines, on display in such prestigious places as the Museum of Modern
Art and the Whitney in New York His
second bctok, American Nutcase, will
be out sometime next fall, and he is
currently negotiating a contract with a
Los Angeles animation studio, finalizing plans to make a feature-length
animated film.
Here, most certainly, is a man on the
move, yet everything about him is
shaded in mystery, either by design or
out of an inert strangeness. Nutzle, for
example, will refuse to be interviewed
if the town 1 I 1 which he lives is mentioned. tie also refuses to be photographed. Even Nutzle’s agent is in on
the game he legally changed his name
to Freeman Zygote a few years back,
cryptically citing reasons having to do
with freedom and unfertilized eggs.
Then, of course, there is Nutzle’s
name. He is introduced in a wide variety of ways some call him Futz, or
Futzie Nutzle, or Nutty, but most
friends call him just Nutzle. There’s no
great story or moment of truth that
lead to the name change, Nutzle ad -

above), a \utzle ,i,,Nenp ’Jar oght.i,
and three samples from Ins latest book,
Modern Loafer (elsewhere)

T 0 ,1t
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mits. It came from a character he was
drawing for a late Sixties underground
newspaper called the Balloon. His
other artist friends had pen names, so
he took one, too,
"At first I WA uncomfortable with
the name," he says. "It’s really silly and
my art isn’t always that silly. But in another way, it’s part of the plan. It gets
me further than my real name would,
and it’s become sort of a trademark.
Then there’s the question of how
much of my real personality do I want
to expose. I’m not really sure, but
Nutzle takes the pressure off."
After a morning cup of coffee strong
enough to launch a rocket ("Why
drink four or five cups to get going"
he says,"when you can drink only
one?"). Nutzle leads a visitor to the
barn in back of his house that serves as
his studio. "It’s perfect back here," he
says. "I have nobody banging on my
door. In fact, sometimes I wish the
phone would ring just to make somewhere Nutzle has collected literally
thing happen."
hundreds of books on cartoonists he
A quick glance around reveals the
helter-skelter atmosphere of a child- admires. Shelves lined with names like
hood that wouldn’t let go The walls Otto Soglow (creator of "The Little
are covered with posters and paint- King"), George Herriman ("Krazy
Kat"), Charles Addams and Rube
ings. Stereo speakers hang from the
loft, usually blaring out the jazz of Goldberg.
In rapid successii in he takes out old
Charlie Parker or John Coltrane while
Nutzle works. Al, HO-scale train set New Yorkers from the war years, an
Issue
of American Artist dated 1948
complete with miniature tracks,
bushes and houses, sits in one corner. with a Saul Steinberg drawing on the
On a nearby shelf is a lineup of about cover and even some old EC horror
15 Hawaiian hula-girl dolls, with nod- comics. The book collection Is the reding spring heads "Great for monitor- sult of doggedly attending swap meets
ing earthquakes," Nutzle says. A glass and scouring antique shops and garage
case by the trains contains an extensive sales.
As he turns the pages of a hook, the
array of Hopalong Cassidy collectibles.
And overhead, a pair of gymnast’ rings cartoonist becomes animated himself,
obviously enjoying the works of the
dangle from the ceiling.
past masters. "These books on carSomewhere in this conglomeration
toons say just about everything,"
is an artist’s table where Nutzle works
study
Nutzle says. "They poke fun at the rich,
serves
as
a
room
also
But the
at people who are successful, at the
middle class and at the poor."
He opens a cabinet in the room’s
center and takes out a huge box containing the drawings that will compose
his next book. Like a father holding a
baby, he carefully displays a few of his
latest sketches. The influence of the
older styles Nutzle studies is obvious,
like tracing one’s lineage on a family
tree, similar yet different. "1 think the
older times, like the Fifties, were more
interesting than the present. For that
reason all my cartoons have funky old
buildings and huge cars, plus modern
things. 1 see a real contrast between
the old and new
Nutzle’s drawings is no
y task Their humor often relies on

1

puns, double and triple entendre,.
He’ll sketch "news anchormen" as just
that people with anchors for heads.
A "sandwich" is drawn as two pieces of
bread with sand overflowing out the
sides. An illustration of "body building" will be a structure shaped like a
body. On a good day, Nutzle will concoct up to a dozen sketches, using his
right hand, then sign his name using
his left, to give it a child-like quality.
Oftentimes there is no joke, per se,
his purpose being to simply create an
image that stays with the reader for no
tithe, reason than being interesting to
look at. Spare and to the point, his
sketches look like the absent-minded
doodling one might do while talking
on the phone. Nutzle himself acknowledges his shortcomings as an artist. "It’s not what you’d call a real slick
approach,- he admits.
"The style is derived from my being
unable to sit at a table for hours and
hours I hate that. I usually find that
the successful drawings are just about
finished before I even realize that I sat
down to draw them. Something will be
twirling in my brain and when it finally
starts to jell, I’ll sketch it If the sketch
is legible arid has something going for
it, I consider it a success The closest Nutzle comes to using a
character is his version of Everyman, a
figure who rears a blank expression
and has three hairs coming out of his
head. That person, he says, is his fantasy counterpart. "Who else could it be
hut me’. he asks. "But I don’t want to
get caught in the trap of having a particular character. It keeps changing. I

don’t want to draw a Snoopy five million times in my life."
II Nutzle’s Everyman is a befuddled
figure often confronted by strange circumstance, perhaps it is because his
own life has been a jumble of mixed
experiences and extensive travel.
Nutzle was born Bruce Kleinsmith in
1942 in Cleveland, Ohio. His father was
killed during World War ll’s Battle of
the Bulge, and his mother remarried,
giving him a step-brother and -sister.
He held different jobs as he grew,
working in a foundry, driving a truck,
cutting weeds along highways, landing
his first painting job at 17. "Painting a
bridge silver was my first masterpiece," he says. Nutzle’s first published
drawings, caricatures of teachers and
friends, appeared in his high school
paper.
When he entered Ohio State University he was still uncertain about what
career he wanted to pursue. That
changed when he saw the first real
painting he’d ever seen hanging in a
university gallery "Watching the canvas, the weight of the painting, and
watching it vibrate when I pushed it
that did it. I was completely intrigued.
It was there I decided that I wanted to
be an artist."
After dropping out of Ohio State, he
attended two other art schools, the
Cooper School of An and the Cleveland Art Institute, before deciding he
wasn’t the school type. He dropped
out of college for good and moved to
Fort Lauderdale. Returning to Ohio
for a brief fling as a commercial
artist, Nutzle next realized that he
wasn’t cut out to lead a normal 9 to 5
existence. His next stop was Lake
Tahoe. where he worked for a hotel
removing money front slot machines.
After brief stays in San Francisco and
Santa Cruz, Nutzle settled in the Monterey Valley area in 1975 with his wife
of six years, Laura, and their young
son, Adrian.
Which brings us back to this tinker
toy’ of a town, so simple and uneffacing it looks like a cartoon that Nutzle
might have sketched. "Yes, I like it
here," says Nutzle S he le-ads a visitor
to his car. "It’s unaffected There isn’t a
cute little coffee shop where hip
people go to hobnob with their
friends. The birds don’t have Tupperware parties in the garden. It’s the lack
of distractions that give me my inspiration.Just the spot for a cartoonist to
spend the rest of his days, right? "Nit,"
says Nutzle, with part of that inert
strangeness resurfacing "I’ll only stay
here about five more years." A mysteriou.s grin crosses his face. "After that
I’ll move even further away from civilization."
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CLASSIFIED ADS
_ART & DESIGN

CRUISES, EXOTIC RESORTS, SAILING
Expeditions! Needed: Sports Instructors. Office Personnel, Counselors.
Europe, Carribean. Worldwide! Summer Career Send $6.95 plus $1 ham
Wing for Application Openings Guide
to CRUISEWORLD. AMP Box 60129,
(026)
Sacramento, CA 95860

Got any //corers, paintinRs or drawings
kV then,
50111 to get rid oP
,V
for 1011 under Art iT Pesign

BREAD & BUTTER
RESUME/JOB STRATEGY KIT INTER
view techniques, formats. letters. 999
Search Agencies. $10.00 RESUME WRITERS, 841-A Spruce, U’innetka, 11,
60093
(04r)

SCHOLARSHIPS ... COMPUTER
starch based on Your data reveals
thousands available Guaranteed. DePPLo, Dept. 303, Box 1548, De(026)
catur, GA 30031.

ALTERNATIVE JOBS/INTERNSHIP OPponunines! The environment, foreign
affairs, women’s rights, media. health/
education, community organizing, and
more. Work you can believe in! Send
S4 00 for latest nationwide listing.
051511.N
JOBS, Box 314, 1520 16th
. Washington. DC 20036 10261

CELEBRATE!
Join 3 Stooges Fan Club!
RECEIVE GASS1C STOOGES POSTER,
cenificate, membership card, newsletter, product offers! IS: Official 3
Stooges Fan Club, P.O Box 266 De
(036)
mAi. Mt. Morris, II. 61054

Offs! 1010. jolts’ IATEST INFORMA.
TION’ I, sits ins, wages, companies
now hiring! Send long stamped envelope to OFFSHORE GUIDES, PO
to..66)
Box 44-8-A, Biloxi. MS 39531

FARAWAY FRIENDS
PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make
lasting Friendships through correspon.

The Merchandise Outlet

dence Send age. interests Free reply
Harmony. Box 89AMP, Brooklyn. NY
(066)
11235.

GETTING AROUND
See Europe on $10 a Day
UNI
1:01.1.1-iliE STUDENT WHO
entoys travelling hut I also know what
its like to Inv on a limited budget.
That’s why I have written a booklet
that will let yousee Europe for less
than $10 a day Based on my past
travels to Europe, my booklet contains
100s of hotels, restaurants and maps
where you can find lodging, food and
transportation. All for less than $10 a
day in these countries: Austria. England. France. Germany, Greece, Italy.
Spain. Netherlands, Scotland, Switzerland. Send $3.00 for your booklet to
Richard Hemingway. 1910 W. Palmyra,
P.O. Box 982. Orange. (A 9266-.(0-6)

MUSICAL NOTES
IMPORTED RECORDS & MUS1CASsettes! Paradox imports over 4000 re.
cords and MusiCassettes from 25 different countries. For a free catalogue
with the hest selection of Euro Rock,
Jazz, New Wave, Heavy Metal, Reggae,
and Rockabilly, call or write to:
Paradox Music Mailorder, 20445
Gramercy Place. Torrance, CA 90509(126)
2896. (213) 320-1331

ODDS & ENDS
CTAPE DISCOUNTS
minimum Order
IITOK
TOK SAC 90
TOP, SAC 110
TOR ADC 90
TOIL ADS C SO
SDK ODC 10
TOR SAS C SO
TOR RAC SO
TON DC 10
TOM DC GO
MU 03515

REAGAN’S AMERICA GOT YOU
down? Go abroad! Transitions, the
magazine of budget travel, foreign
study and work overseas can give )ou
all the facts to go. and features to make
it come alive. Four quarterly issues $6.
Di Hula Rd., Amherst. MA 01002.(076)

!DK Pomp

FEELING .GOOD

Ampersand of the Month Ls front
ram
Barry Marts of DeKalb.
describes bow be "created- bin little

May’s

beauty. "Found ibis natural Arnim,
sand in the form of it rubber band
lying OM the stand tied 10 the enlarger
I.. the darknoons. I slid it piece of
oisoissiori

1111

Hs.

’MM.

Matrreili

"rvi""

01[11

photo

paper under

made the

.1.4011.110 140=Careruna

proper

the rubber band,

esposure

Amp’,

sand selfportrait!" ,Mr. Stark earns
as bare dozens of
others in the mast You too may play
tOfor /As effort

"7:::
No... tap
CAW
Mai etwooaree,..

the game,
0.2

’"""’"

dress

Please allows weeks tor delivery.

ITEM
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0111 the artwork)

II.
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as.
3111
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5S11
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State

SIZE
S M L XL

WAIST
SIZE

PANTS
COLOR
INSEAM

Zcp
PRICE

TOTAL
COST

1216
1111111

ASSORTED
MASS woos:, 02B
PII11141;
Sal
Fuji
205
SOSO SION
215
1014EstiCilo are
SONY rso
i 375
eissr ascii We 1,S
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AF1

1800,!,,t3,
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:
C CONSUMERS CO.

NEW YORK’S
MUSIC DEP’T. STORE"
IS JUST A FREE CALL AWAY!
800-645-3518
You can buy at NYC prices direct
from SAM ASH MUSIC STORES.
6 huge stores and warehouse All
musical instruments amplifiers.
electronic keyboards. discos.
PAs Call for prices or mall your list
01 questions NYC area residents.
please visit us in person NY state
Phone 12121 347,7757 Since
1424
Sam Ash Music Stores
124 Fulton Avenue
Hempstead. New York 11550

Ampersand of

Ousolia4 Tapes
DELOW WHOLESALE SPECIALS
AUDIO
’DK SA c %
52 75
IDS SAX C.90
MK AD C 90
1DKOC90
MAXEll UDat or II C 90
MAXEll XI S tor IC 90
MAXEll UD C90
BASF PRO 01

101,120
1011. HG TOO
MASH
VIG 120
SCOTCH 1r20
SONV L. 150
SON‘, I_ 500

SOP HE Anct F ONE Sr

,11, HI TA

Mari this form and check to

BLM
456 15th ST.
SANTA MONICA. CA 90402

359
219
1 55
309
Ito
239
255

$12 75
15 95
15 75
11 95
12 65
995
14

WS

MERCHANDISE TO Al
A44111.50 lee shIpp ng and
5.50 for men Additional Itern.

CALIF RESIDENTS 6. SALES TAX
GRANO TOTAL MERCHANDISE TAO

We will pay postage and handling fees on all orders totaling more than $2500

Master Charge and Visa Credit Card Orders Call Toll-Free
800-235-4656 ext. 10 800-322-4670 ext. 10 lc.. 110,1,1005

MI op

Need Credit?
GET VISA, MASTER CHARGE CARD
with no credit check. Guaranteed! It’s
simple. Legal. Plus other credit secrets.
Free details! Send SASE to: Inflation
Reports, AM -A, P.O. Box 60148. Los
Angeles, CA 90060.
(1.36)

Sod’s 0/ Assormod

rosy, 1311
SDK MOT 130

Hollywood. CA 90028.

Name

City
ITEM
NO

original

4 VOeo 111
on
225

the Month. 1680 North Vine, Suite 900

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
it you are not Sat,Shed s.mply ’alum
you, undamaged unsoiled order
prepaid within tO days SW, money
*Ili be promptly ,efunded

UAN

Just submit your

Ampersand (in black Ink on sturdv
white paper. with rour name and ad-

RECORDS $1 49 & UP! CUTOUTS/
Overpressings / Rare / Imports / Independent Labels / 450+ pages. Send
for Free information. SQUARE DEAL
RECORDS, Box 1002, Department U,
(1.26)
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406.
TOMORROWS MUSIC TODAY! INDEpendent records by new acts, many
heading for careers with major labels.
S.A.S.E. to Nebulae Record.,., P.O. Box
16214-A, Phoenix, AZ 85011-6214 for in(126)
formation.

ACEION AMINTURES WET ii WILD.
Dare to live beyond the edge enjoy
FREE
ultimate Western whitewater
preplanned wilderness vacation tourguides from California’s most experienced rivertour operator Box
I500-MO, Woodland. CA 95695-1500.
(076)
919-662-5431.

OVERTIME, AMERICA’S STRONGEST
stimulant, can help you stay awake and
alert for hours. Follow directions for
safe, effective action. 90 caps only
$14.00, 360 for 836 00. To order call
919-762-1531, LB . Box 2189, Wil10867
mington, NC 284112

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUClion systems: home/car hifi. Reasonable prices PO Box 658-P, West
Covina, CA 9r90. 213/961-6158. FREE
NEWSLETADVICE.
SHIPPING,
(12(,)
TER.

QUALITY TAPES
Ofp, Mi 11,,,o, 4,11,111

Women Too Expensive?
STOP DATING RIPOFFS! FREE DEtails. New Lifestyle Publishing, Box
4419, AM -A, Los Angeles, CA
90051.
(1.36)

GET $ RICH
STEREO VIDEO CALCULATORS.
New, complete, name-brand consumer
electronic wholesale catalog. Save,
buying wholesale, and make money
selling to your friends. Stan a home
business. Catalog, $5 (refund with first
order L Southern Audit) Video Electronics, 1782 Marietta Blvd., NM., AtLima, GA 30318.
(766)

THREADS
NIXES MAKE ME PUKE!!Other consciousness -raising designs T’s,
sweats. jackets!
Free Catalog!
Screenfreak.s. Box 278A-1, Lansing, NC
(176)
28643.
Hospital Scrub Suits
Ours are the #1 selling scrub suits to
hospitals in the United States. The
scrub shirt is a green. Vmeck design
with long tails. Green, pajama -style
trousers have wide legs and hip pockets with reinfiirced stitching. Specify
size: small, medium. large. X -large
iThese are men’s sizes, women order
accorclinghl. Blue and white are availahle In lots of tele di item Order today;
supply limited. Send $12.95/shin and
$14 50/pants tin Hawaii add $2.(1) for
shipping) to. Scrubs, PO. Box 1982.
Beaverton, Oregon 97075. Include
your name, address, and phone
number. Allow 2 to 6 weeks for de (176)
Men
It Covers Your Body Tool
Ampersand cullers the news and
people that entertain you. Now we
have a limited number of official Ampersand T-Shirts ID cover Four body
rand maybe a friend’s body too!) Classic black with red A gold Ampersand
Ii go Send check or money order to:
Ampersand T-Shirt, P.O. Box 699, Hollywood, CA 9002R S’.00 kir one
$6 00 tin- additional same order
T shins Please include 504 per shirt
Is it lb maw,
ng. Specify size( s )
r(i)

Ampersand

.flay. 1982

DICKIES, 1922

DICKIES,1982

ICKIES, 1982

DICKIES, 1982
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WHERE DID WE
GO WRONG?

People used to work in Dickies work
clothes. Then you young whippersnappers started wearing them, so we made
them in younger sizes and 28 delicious
colors. We didn’t change our label, anyway. Same old Dickies horseshoe. And it’s
a runaway best-seller, so we must be
doing something right. Williamson-Dickie
Apparel Mfg. Company, Ft Worth, Texas.

*40
i.
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ii-11111111k

Sonoma State is a small school and a
could be substantial.
"When you are that small there is
to buffer," Robinson said.
Sonoma State’s enrollment is less I
There are
23,690 students at SJS
faculty positions.
SJSU’s faculty positions have dro
1,130 in 1974-75 to a low of 1,008 this IR
May. 1982

When the party is BYOB (BringYour Own Brush),
you find out who your friends are.

Spi
Volume 78, No. 60

Wheelchair
basketball
at SJSU
Members of the Golden State
7 6ers and Peninsula Golden
Spikers wheelchair basketball
teams eye a loose ball in action
from an exhibition held last
week at SJSU. For more
details, see page 5.

SJSU officer accus

Prof esso
By Janet Gilmore
The White Business Student’s clul
formed group of seven friends, may
without a cause.
Mike Johnston, president of the "(
the group wants to enlighten gradua
and people in general about the mino
whites have acquired due to an ir
blacks and Hispanics in accounting a
classes.
But others feel that white student
minority there.
Accounting and finance profess
Gordon said that whites are not a mint
of her classes.
Clair Janes, an accounting prof’
the proportion of minorities to whit

Bill Ro
Friends aren’t hard to find when you’re out to
share a good time. But the crowd sure thins out when
there’s work to do. And the ones who stick around
are the kind of guys who deserve something special.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here’s to good friends.

r 1982 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Wis

